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IN SHORT
Looking for a job? Submit 
your resume to the Fall Career 
fair at career-fair.mit.edu.

The Fall Career fair will con-
tinue to be run by students 
— an agreement made be-
tween the Chancellor, Dean 
for Graduate Education, Dean 

for Undergraduate Education, 
Dean for Student Life, and 
GECD on July 19 promised to 
keep it that way for the next 
three years. Any student group 
hoping to host recruitment ac-
tivities during career fair week 
should contact cf-facilitator@
mit.edu at least a month before 
the event.

Course 14 (Economics) is 
moving from E52 to E17 and 
E18 due to renovations.

The Tech will resume its nor-
mal twice-weekly publica-
tion schedule on August 23.

Send news information and 
tips to news@tech.mit.edu.

By Leon Lin
AssociAte News editor

Rather than take mid-
terms and a final, freshmen 
in 3.091 this fall will earn their 
grades by answering a series 
of around 40 online questions 
spread out over the semester.

For each of around 40 top-
ics in Introduction to Solid-
State Chemistry, students will 

have a two-week window to 
head to an Athena cluster to 
solve a uniquely generated 
problem within that topic. A 
student who gets it wrong will 
be able to ask a proctor for an 
explanation and come back 
the next day to try a differ-
ent problem within the same 
subtopic.

This latest experiment in 
MIT’s on-campus education is 

Professor Michael Cima’s twist 
on the ‘flipped classroom,’ in 
which students are first ex-
posed to topics not during lec-
ture but on their own time.

In 3.091 this fall, students 
will go through sequences of 
video clips and simple exercis-
es, to be largely taken from the 
online version of 3.091, which 

By Deena wang
stAff reporter

Residents of Baker, Masseh, Mc-
Cormick, Next House, Simmons 
and the graduate dorms Tang Hall 
and Westgate will see changes to 
security this fall. As part of phase 
one of security updates, MIT Resi-
dental Life and Dining has hired 
professional desk attendants from 
security company AlliedBarton, in-
stituted a visual verification for en-
tering students and guests, and will 
install perimeter security cameras 
for the seven dorms.

According to Henry J. Hum-
phreys, senior associate dean of 
residential life and dining, the 
professional desk attendants will 
be at desk from 7:30 a.m. to 12:30 
a.m. at night and take over all se-
curity responsibilities including 

tracking guests. Students will still 
work at desk to deliver services 
such as checking out equipment. 
“We did not take away the student 
employment opportunity,” said 
Humphreys.

According to Dean Humphreys, 
the hiring of outside security will 
have no impact on the existing 
Nightwatch program. “Nightwatch 
serves a slightly different func-
tion than the desk attendants. The 
desk attendant is a stationary post, 
whereas Nightwatch, in addition to 
sitting at the desk, have to make two 
rounds through the building. Plus, 
if there’s an emergency from inside 
the building, [the Nghtwatch] has 
to go respond to the emergency,” 
said Humphreys. “The desk atten-
dant, if there’s an emergency in the 

Dorm security will 
see enhancements
Guards and cameras are planned

By Anthony Yu
stAff reporter

This summer, the third floor 
of the Burton side of the Burton-
Conner dormitory, also known 
as Burton Third, saw renovations 
that included painting over murals 
and dismantling the bar area. Like 
two other floors which had similar 
renovations completed in last sum-
mer, Burton Third received new 
paint, had its walls repaired, and 
floor tiles replaced. 

Burton Third residents, known 
for their parties, were informed 
of the changes this past spring 
by House Manager Ken Dona-
ghey, according to Burton-Conner 
housemasters Anne E. C. McCants. 
The McCants not only emailed stu-
dents, but also hosted a dinner for 
them in the Burton Third lounge to 
tell the students about the summer 
changes. 

Some students dispute the level 
of transparency in communication. 
“For the bar, we were never told 

that anything was going to be done. 
We actually got an email from our 
house manager about some rooms 
were going to be painted over, but 
again, nothing about murals,” said 
Chyleigh Harmon ’14, a former res-
ident of Burton Third.

In an email to The tech, Mc-
Cants said that the bar needed to 
be removed because the new floor-
ing in the lounge. The murals con-
tained alcohol-related and “offen-

GreG steiNbrecher—the tech

Dusk falls over the Boston Pops during their annual Fourth of July concert. The Pops perform annually 
at the Hatch Shell on the Esplanade, playing music ranging from Tchaikovsky’s 1812 Overture to a Boston-
themed version of “Take Me Out to the Ball Game�”

In Swartz case, MIT 
‘hands-off,’ report says
Swartz’s partner: report a ‘whitewash’ 

By Grace Young
Arts editor

At the beginning of July, the MIT 
Museum hosted an afternoon of sew-
ing-with-fabric artist Clara Wainwright. 
The project, Mending boston, aims to 
bring community members together 
and “mend” their souls while collabo-
rating on a fabric collage. Wainwright 
began Mending boston after the Bos-
ton Marathon tragedy, spending many 
hours working on the piece with visitors 
to community centers and museums 
throughout Greater Boston, who wished 
to honor victims of the bombing. 

“My goal for Mending boston is to 
bring people together to ‘mend’ and 
talk after the traumatic Marathon trag-
edy, and perhaps end up with a lasting 
memorial to all the people involved,” 
said Wainwright.

The 12 by 4-foot fabric collage de-
picts the Charles River along its length. 
The marathon route to Copley Square 
is highlighted in yellow cloth, with 
prominent monuments such as Trinity 
Church and Boston Common stitched 
along the route. Wainwright prefers not 
to call it a “quilt” because her intention 
is to honor the four people killed in the 
attacks. 

Participants either brought in their 
own fabric or used provided materials. 
Some pieces were attached by glue un-
til someone sewed them to the cloth. 
During the MIT Museum event, MIT 
Police Sergeant Cheryl Vossmer sewed 
in a flag from Sean Collier’s temporary 
memorial. Another participant, bomb-
ing witness Roger Snow, added a green 
symbol of the mailbox on Boylston 

Murals and bar area removed on 
Burton Third amid new renovations
New wall paintings to adhere to MIT Mind and Hand book

No more exams in Fall 3.091 class
After teaching edX version of  chemistry class, a professor ‘flips’ 
the popular on-campus GIR in a new educational experiment

ARTS

Mending Boston heals community
Community art project at the MIT Museum hosted by Clara 
Wainwright honors victims of the Boston Marathon bombing 

Mending, Page 7

Cameras, Page 6

B3, Page 6

3.091, Page 15

By Leon Lin
AssociAte News editor

A report released by MIT on July 
30 found that the Institute main-
tained “neutrality” during the federal 
prosecution of the late Internet activ-
ist Aaron Swartz, missing a chance to 
show “leadership” in the two years 
before his suicide in January.

The report, which has renewed 
sharp criticism of MIT in the blogo-
sphere, came six months after MIT 

president L. Rafael Reif asked com-
puter science professor Hal Abelson 
PhD ’73 to conduct an independent 
investigation into MIT’s involvement 
in the Swartz case.

Following Swartz’s death, MIT 
came under fire from commentators 
who saw MIT as party to an unfairly 
aggressive government prosecu-
tion. Swartz had been charged with 
13 felony counts after downloading 

swartz, Page 15
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By Ben Sisario
The New York Times

In the latest sign of friction over 
the licensing of online music, a 
group of music publishers has sued 
Fullscreen, one of the largest suppli-
ers of videos to YouTube, saying that 
many of Fullscreen’s videos — par-
ticularly cover versions of popular 
songs ‚ infringe on the publishers’ 
copyrights.

Fullscreen is one of the largest 
of the multichannel networks, or 
MCNs, which produce their own 
content and represent the work 
of thousands of other creators of 
widely varying sizes. According to 
Fullscreen, the 15,000 channels the 
company represents have a total of 
200 million subscribers and draw 
more than 2.5 billion views each 
month.

Among the most popular videos 
on YouTube are cover versions of 
popular songs, often by amateurs or 

semiprofessionals who have built a 
following online. But according to 
the suit, filed in U.S. District Court in 
New York on Tuesday by groups rep-
resented by the National Music Pub-
lishers Association, most of these 
lack the proper licenses and do not 
pay publishers and songwriters the 
royalties earned from ad revenue.

According to the suit, Fullscreen 
and its founder, George Strompolos, 
have willfully ignored their obliga-
tion to obtain licenses and pay royal-
ties to exploit the vast majority of the 
musical content disseminated over 
Fullscreen’s networks.

The publishers represented in 
the suit include Warner/Chappell 
Music, which is owned by the War-
ner Music Group, along with several 
independents. An exhibit submitted 
with the suit lists dozens of songs 
that Fullscreen is accused of using 
without proper licenses.

As YouTube has become the 
default listening service for young 

people, the music industry has fre-
quently sparred with YouTube and 
its owner, Google, over the licens-
ing issues. YouTube, for example, 
is responsible for the licensing and 
royalties of user-generated content 
loaded directly to its system but 
often yields that responsibility to 
MCNs and other major partners.

In turn, those networks have 
come under fire from music groups, 
and negotiations have been slow. 
In February, Fullscreen and Maker 
Studios announced licensing deals 
with the Universal Music Publishing 
Group, but most others had no such 
deals.

An announcement Tuesday 
about the publishers’ suit against 
Fullscreen suggested that it had 
been prompted by a breakdown in 
licensing negotiations. At the same 
time that it announced the suit, the 
association said it had reached an 
agreement in principle with Maker 
Studios on licensing.

By azam ahmed
The New York Times

KABUL, Afghanistan - Despite 
efforts to broker a peace deal be-
tween the Afghan government and 
the Taliban, the insurgent group will 
not participate in presidential elec-
tions next year, its leader said in a 
statement Tuesday.

The insurgent leader, Mullah 
Omar, struck familiar notes in his 
annual Eid al-Fitr address, which 
commemorates the end of the holy 
month of Ramadan. He said his 
movement would continue to attack 
the foreign forces and would only 
support a fully Islamic government. 
He denounced the current govern-
ment in Kabul as a bunch of hire-
lings and urged Afghans not to work 
with them.

The group’s stance on the elec-
tions is one of the first public indi-
cations that, even as members of 
the Taliban set up an office in the 
Gulf state of Qatar to ostensibly start 
peace talks, the group does not plan 
to participate in elections next April.

The office in Doha, Qatar, was 
meant to facilitate communication 

between the Afghan government 
and the Taliban, but it quickly be-
came a source of international con-
tention when the Taliban erected its 
flag and put up a sign as if it were 
an embassy. An uproar from Af-
ghan leaders at the perceived slight 
quickly silenced talk of peace. 

On the question of politics, the 
enigmatic Taliban leader said that 
his group was not seeking to con-
trol the entire country by itself, but 
rather through an Afghan-inclusive 
government.

Over the course of the more than 
10-year war, the Taliban has come 
to embrace some of the trappings 
of modernity. It is active on Twit-
ter and Facebook and runs a brisk 
press operation that is quick to spin 
attacks as victories and denounce 
statements by President Hamid Kar-
zai as farcical. That is, in part, a rec-
ognition that the world has changed 
and that the insurgency, too, must 
adapt to remain relevant. 

Omar also urged his followers 
to avoid civilian casualties when 
fighting the coalition and Afghan 
forces. The admonition, which the 
Taliban has issued for years, comes 

on the heels of a recent U.N. report 
that noted that civilian deaths and 
injuries increased by more than 20 
percent in the first six months of 
2013 and that the Taliban was re-
sponsible for more than 70 percent 
of those deaths and injuries across 
the country.

Although he condemned the 
figures as the biased work of an or-
ganization working on behalf of the 
Americans, Omar still commanded 
his followers to halt anyone using 
the name of the Islamic movement 
to carry out attacks that kill civilians. 
A suicide bombing in May on the 
International Committee of the Red 
Cross, an aid group the Taliban has 
applauded for its work in the coun-
try, underscored the Taliban’s frus-
tration with insurgents who do not 
follow orders.

Those people who harm the 
commoners by misusing the name 
of mujahid or kidnap people for ran-
som or follow personal goals under 
the name of jihad, they are neither 
mujahedin nor belong to the Islam-
ic Emirate, the statement said.

Jawad sukhanyar contributed to 
this report from kabul.

Justice sues Bank of America 
over mortgage securities

The Justice Department sued Bank of America on Tuesday, 
accusing the bank of defrauding investors by vastly underesti-
mating the quality of mortgage-backed securities.

The lawsuit is the latest action by President Barack Obama’s 
federal mortgage task force that has vowed to hold Wall Street 
accountable for misconduct in the packaging and sale of mort-
gage securities during the housing boom.

Bank of America, the Justice Department said, cloaked the 
risk associated with $850 million worth of securities backed by 
residential mortgages. In a corporate filing last week, Bank of 
America said it was bracing for the action.

As Bank of America assembled securities in 2008, the gov-
ernment claimed, the bank ignored that more than 40 percent 
of the mortgages included did not meet underwriting guide-
lines. Even though Bank of America knew about the troubled 
mortgages, the government said, the bank sold the securities 
anyway.

Unlike other lawsuits, this case zeros in on prime mortgag-
es, rather than subprime loans, the mortgages that became a 
hallmark of the 2008 financial crisis.

—Jessica silver-Greenberg, The New York Times

Court-martial begins in Fort 
Hood killings

KILLEEN, Texas — Nearly four years after going on a deadly 
shooting rampage at the Fort Hood Army base here in 2009, 
Maj. Nidal Malik Hasan told a jury of senior Army officers 
Tuesday that “the evidence will clearly show that I am the 
shooter.”

Three weeks before he was to deploy to Afghanistan, Hasan 
opened fire inside the Soldier Readiness Processing Center on 
Nov. 5, 2009, shooting unarmed soldiers and commissioned 
officers as they tried to hide under desks and tables. His assault 
left 13 dead and more than 30 others wounded. He wounded at 
least two by shooting them in the back as they tried to flee the 
building or take cover.

Hasan has been charged with 13 counts of premeditated 
murder and 32 counts of attempted premeditated murder.

Despite the evidence of Hasan’s self-radicalization, Army 
prosecutors do not have to prove that he was a homegrown 
terrorist. He faces not terrorism but murder charges, and 
prosecutors have to prove only that he acted with intent and 
premeditation.

—manny Fernandez, The New York Times

Order by Al-Qaida for attack 
led to terror alert

WASHINGTON - The Obama administration’s decision last 
week to close nearly two dozen diplomatic missions and issue a 
worldwide travel alert came after the United States intercepted 
electronic communications in which the head of al-Qaida or-
dered the leader of the group’s affiliate in Yemen to carry out 
an attack as early as this past Sunday, according to U.S. officials.

The intercepted conversations last week between Ayman 
al-Zawahri, who succeeded Osama bin Laden as the head of 
the global terrorist group, and Nasser al-Wuhayshi, the head of 
the Yemen-based al-Qaida in the Arabian Peninsula, revealed 
what U.S. intelligence officials and lawmakers have described 
as one of the most serious plots against U.S. and Western inter-
ests since the attacks on Sept. 11, 2001.

Counterterrorism analysts, as well as former intelligence of-
ficial, said closing the embassies - and depriving al-Qaida of 
targets, at least for now - may have deterred an attack.

“The announcement itself may also be designed to interrupt 
al-Qaida planning, to put them off stride,” Michael V. Hayden, a 
former CIA director, said on Fox News sunday.

—eric schmitt and mark mazzetti, The New York Times

By Vince agard
sTAFF meTeoroloGisT

The beginning of this week 
has seen a welcome respite 
from the scorching heat that 
has been recurrent during the 
first part of this summer season. 
While there were nine days with 
high temperatures of 90°F or 
higher in July, the temperature 
has struggled to breach 80°F so 
far this August. In fact, on Tues-
day morning, the temperature 
in Boston dipped below 60°F for 
the first time since summer be-
gan— a streak of 47 days in total.

The pattern of relatively cool 
temperatures will persist for 
the remainder of the week. A 
low pressure system will bring 
storminess to the region on 
Thursday and Friday, before 
the return of clear skies and 
sunshine for the weekend. Of 
course, while high temperatures 
around 80°F are considerably 
lower than those we experi-
enced earlier in the summer, 
they are by no means abnor-
mally low in a climatological 
sense: The normal high tem-
perature for August 7 in Boston 
is 81°F.

Extreme heat subsides

Copyright lawsuit targets 
cover songs on YouTube

Taliban leader says it will sit 
out Afghan elections

Extended forecast:
today: Partly sunny, high 79°F (26°C).  Winds S at 9–12 mph.
tonight: Becoming cloudy, low 65°F (18°C).  Winds S at 

10–15 mph.
tomorrow: Mostly cloudy with showers and thunderstorms 

in the afternoon and evening, high 82°F (28°C). Winds 
SW at 10-15 mph.

Friday: Showers or thunderstorms, highs around 80°F 
(27°C).

Saturday: Mostly sunny with a chance of showers, highs in 
the low 80s °F (28°C).
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By Kate taylor
The New York Times

NEW YORK — Warning of the 
fiscal danger if New York City fails 
to rein in its spiraling pension and 
health care costs, Mayor Michael R. 
Bloomberg on Tuesday challenged 
his would-be successors to take a 
tough line in negotiations with the 
city’s unions, while worrying aloud 
that whoever is elected will be too 
beholden to labor.

“We can’t wake up tomorrow 
morning - the day after the election 
- and find that some candidate has 
made a back-room deal with one of 
the unions that sets the pattern for 
all the other unions that will eventu-
ally lead to stopping the growth in 
this city,” Bloomberg said, depart-
ing from his prepared remarks at the 
end of a speech in Brooklyn on the 
city’s economy and fiscal situation.

Bloomberg’s speech, delivered 
at a former Pfizer manufacturing 
plant that is now home to some two 

dozen small companies, produc-
ing everything from 3-D printers to 
kimchi, was in part an attempt to 
burnish his record of fiscal steward-
ship, which is hotly debated. He ar-
gued that he has determinedly tried 
to reform pensions and health care 
but has been stymied by unions.

Fiscal watchdogs note that his 
administration presided over a 40 
percent increase in the city budget, 
and in his second term handed out 
raises without demanding conces-
sions on pensions and health care. 
And some of the mayoral candidates 
have accused him of irresponsibility 
in allowing all of the municipal la-
bor contracts to expire.

Bloomberg said the unions had 
“decided to wait us out and seek a 
better deal with my successor.”

Over the course of Bloomberg’s 
three terms in office, the city’s an-
nual pension costs have increased 
from $1.4 billion to more than $8 
billion as a result of raises, pension 
sweeteners and a growing number 

of retirees, while health care spend-
ing has swelled to $6.3 billion. The 
city also has $85 billion in unfunded 
liabilities for future retiree health 
care benefits.

A major question facing the next 
mayor will be whether to grant ret-
roactive raises, which the unions are 
seeking, but for which the city has 
not budgeted. Bloomberg said on 
Tuesday that the city “can’t afford 
retroactive raises.”

Bill de Blasio, a Democrat, criti-
cized Bloomberg for failing to ad-
dress income inequality in the city, 
but praised his efforts at economic 
diversification, and said, “We also 
must negotiate responsible con-
tracts with our city’s hard-working 
public employees”

Joseph J. Lhota, a Republi-
can, offered unqualified praise for 
Bloomberg’s speech, and said, “I 
am the only candidate who has re-
peatedly said the city cannot afford 
retroactive raises for public em-
ployee unions.”

George W. Bush undergoes heart 
procedure

Former President George W. Bush underwent a surgical proce-
dure Tuesday morning in which doctors inserted a stent to open a 
blocked artery, aides said.

Bush, 67, went for an annual physical checkup at the Cooper 
Clinic in Dallas on Monday, and doctors discovered the blockage. 
He agreed to have the stent inserted at Texas Health Presbyterian 
Hospital.

Aides said the procedure was completed without complication 
and added that Bush was awake and in high spirits. They said he was 
set to be released from the hospital Wednesday and would resume a 
normal schedule Thursday.

While his vice president, Dick Cheney, has had repeated heart 
troubles, culminating in a transplant last year, Bush has been known 
for his strong health and commitment to physical fitness. He was an 
avid runner for decades until encountering knee trouble during of-
fice. He then switched to bicycling.

Since leaving office, he has led annual 100-kilometer bike rides 
through the Texas heat with military veterans injured in Afghanistan 
and Iraq. He participated in his most recent such event in May at his 
ranch outside Crawford, Texas.

—Peter Baker,  The New York Times

Tools pinpoint natural gas leaks, 
maximizing green qualities

WASHINGTON - Natural gas is hailed as green and safe, but its 
environmental benefits and ability to temper climate change are re-
duced by its tendency to leak into the air undetected. Now, laser tech-
nology, some of it borrowed from the telecommunications industry, 
is giving engineers and scientists crucial new tools to measure leaks 
and track them to their source.

Natural gas escapes into the atmosphere from two basic sources: 
natural ones, like swamps and marshes, and human activity, like 
leaking gas wells and pipelines. The boom in natural gas production 
has raised concerns about a subsequent boom in leaks, although how 
much gas escapes remains a mystery. The Environmental Protection 
Agency has been working on the question for years.

But whether from man-made or natural causes, methane is a ma-
jor contributor to global warming when released in the atmosphere. 
According to the EPA, over a 100-year period, a pound of methane 
is 25 times more powerful than carbon dioxide in warming the cli-
mate. It can also be dangerous: In 2010, one of Pacific Gas & Electric’s 
pipelines leaked in San Bruno, Calif., south of San Francisco, and the 
ensuing explosion killed eight people.

“Leaking methane is becoming increasingly relevant from a 
greenhouse gas standpoint,” said Joseph T. Hodges, a scientist at the 
National Institute of Standards and Technology, who helped develop 
the laser technology used in the new portable detector.

Other companies use different techniques for gas detection. Phys-
ical Sciences of Andover, Mass., has an instrument like a lantern that 
projects a laser beam and measures what bounces back. About 2,000 
are in use worldwide, according to Michael B. Frish, a manager there.

“Natural gas is the new green energy, supposedly,” he said, but 
finding and fixing the leaks would make it greener.

—matthew L. wald, The New York Times 

Meeting may decide fate of 
Obama-Putin visit

WASHINGTON - Secretary of State John Kerry and Defense Secre-
tary Chuck Hagel plan to meet here in Washington with their Russian 
counterparts Friday for a day of talks that could determine the fate of 
a September summit meeting between President Barack Obama and 
the Russian president, Vladimir Putin.

State Department officials on Tuesday afternoon confirmed the 
meeting with Sergey V. Lavrov, the Russian foreign minister, and Ser-
gei K. Shoigu, the defense minister. Jen Psaki, the State Department 
spokeswoman, said the four officials would discuss “a number of 
pressing bilateral and global issues.”

At the top of that list of difficult questions is certain to be the status 
of next month’s planned meeting between Obama and Putin, which 
has been in doubt for weeks because of Russia’s refusal to return Ed-
ward J. Snowden to the United States to face charges of leaking na-
tional security secrets and other issues between the two countries.

Russian officials said they expected the presidential summit to 
go on as planned. And they waved aside the assertion by the United 
States that the decision on Snowden should affect whether Obama 
and Putin come together.

—michael D. shear and steven Lee myers, The New York Times 

Iran’s new president says nuclear 
talks could succeed

Iran’s new president said Tuesday that he was ready for serious 
negotiations with the big powers over the disputed Iranian nuclear 
program, adding that his country does not wish to threaten anyone 
and dismissing the U.S. and European sanctions levied on Iran as 
counterproductive.

Iran has insisted that its nuclear program is peaceful but the Unit-
ed States, members of the European Union, Israel and many other 
countries suspect that Iran wants to achieve the ability to make nu-
clear weapons.

Rouhani made the assertions in a series of Twitter messages sent 
via his official English-language account during a news conference in 
Tehran, his first since taking the oath of office Saturday.

The Obama administration has expressed hope that Rouhani’s 
election could lay the basis for progress over the nuclear dispute. At 
the same time, Congress has intensified the sanctions pressure on 
Iran. Last week, the House of Representatives overwhelmingly ap-
proved legislation that could, if enacted and fully enforced, effectively 
stop Iran’s oil exports. On Monday, 76 senators said President Barack 
Obama should toughen the sanctions against Iran even as it pursues 
negotiations.

Referring to the sanctions, Rouhani said in one Twitter post: “We 
don’t want to see continuation of language of pressure, or carrot and 
stick, we never liked that idea and still don’t.”

—rick Gladstone, The New York Times

By Jennifer a. Dlouhy
The New York Times

WASHINGTON — To counter 
the growing threat of cyberattacks, 
power utilities must harness the 
same manpower, money and other 
resources that they throw at natu-
ral disasters, industry leaders said 
Tuesday.

“Computerized attacks from 
overseas could disrupt facilities 
that generate power and the elec-
tric grid that transmits it”, said 
utility executives at an event orga-
nized by the Bipartisan Policy Cen-
ter. And, the executives predicted, 
it’s not a question of if, but when, a 
disabling attack will happen.

The questions then become 
“how do you respond?” and “how 
was your resilience?” in the face of 
that attack, Saunders added.

Chris Peters, vice president for 
critical infrastructure protection 
at Entergy, said the company has a 
five-year plan to bolster resources 
to counter cyberattacks.

“We have to treat the cyber-
threat with the same respect that 
we give to forces of nature that 

impact our grid,” Peters said. “We 
have to put the same comprehen-
sive approach and the same atten-
tion to cyberthreats as we do to 
the other threats that impact our 
system.”

A report released by Sen. Ed 
Markey, D-Mass., and Rep. Henry 
Waxman, D-Calif., earlier this year 
highlighted the threat; according to 
the lawmakers’ analysis, one power 
utility said it already fields 10,000 
attempted attacks every month.

The electric grid’s vulnerability 
stems in part from its broad reach. 
An attack on one region or supplier 
can quickly ripple to others.

Overall, industry leaders said 
they need better information-shar-
ing among the nation’s 3,300 utili-
ties and with the federal govern-
ment to help identify attacks and 
combat threats.

For instance, said Pepco’s di-
rector of information technology 
infrastructure, Doug Myers, the 
government could do a better job 
of giving power utilities “a dynamic 
feed of known bad IP addresses.” 

Saunders stressed that informa-
tion sharing should be a two-way 

street. While the focus often is on 
utilities needing information from 
the federal government, he said, 
“I’d like to raise my hand and tell 
the federal government that I think 
we have information that may be 
helpful to you.”

Utilities also insist they need li-
ability protection for good-faith 
information sharing, but privacy 
activists have criticized the broad 
reach of the main legislation to in-
sulate the industry, a bill passed by 
the House earlier this year. Gen. Mi-
chael Hayden, the former head of 
the CIA and the National Security 
Agency, said he did not expect con-
gressional action on the issue.

Myers said it was appropriate 
to talk about the role of the federal 
government in recouping the costs 
of better cybersecurity, given the 
national interest in maintaining a 
robust grid and electric supply.

Separately, Hayden speculated 
that cyberattacks could be mount-
ed in retaliation if the U.S. arrests 
Edward Snowden, the former intel-
ligence analyst who leaked infor-
mation about top-secret NSA sur-
veillance programs.

Bloomberg warns labor costs 
could increase under his successor

Separatists kill 13 in 
southwestern Pakistan

Utilities need to spend to beat 
cyberattacks, leaders say

By Salman Masood
The New York Times

ISLAMABAD — Baluch separat-
ists on Tuesday claimed responsi-
bility for the killing of 13 people who 
had been abducted a day earlier 
in a remote area of southwestern 
Pakistan.

Gunmen kidnapped at least 26 
people on Monday from two pas-
senger buses in Machh, a small 
town in the Bolan district of Balu-
chistan, which has been riven by a 
separatist insurgency.

The Baluchistan Liberation 
Army, a separatist group, claimed 
responsibility for the killings.

Also on Tuesday, two army offi-
cers and a senior police official were 
killed in a brazen ambush in Chilas, 
a mountainous town in northern 
Pakistan. Taliban militants claimed 
responsibility for the attack, local 
news media reported.

The officials - a colonel and a 
captain in the Pakistan army and a 
senior police superintendent - were 

returning from a security-related 
meeting when they were attacked 
by armed gunmen early Tuesday. 
The police official, Hilal Khan, was 
leading the investigation into the 
June 23 killings of 10 tourists near 
Pakistan’s second-highest peak, 
Nanga Parbat.

In the Baluchistan attack, the 
two buses were headed from the 
provincial capital, Quetta, to neigh-
boring Punjab province when they 
were ambushed Monday night by 
dozens of armed men. On Tuesday 
morning, the bullet-riddled bodies 
of 13 people were recovered from 
the mountains by law enforcement 
officials.

The victims had been shot at 
close range, with wounds to the 
head and chest. At least 10 pas-
sengers had been allowed to leave 
unharmed after their national iden-
tification cards showed them to 
be natives of Baluchistan. Most of 
those killed were from Punjab prov-
ince and at least three of them had 
worked for the security forces.

A separatist insurgency has sim-
mered for decades in southwestern 
Baluchistan. Baluch nationalists 
demand greater autonomy and a 
bigger share of revenue from the 
mineral-rich province’s resources.

Muhammad Khan Achakzai, 
Baluchistan’s governor, urged the 
separatists to put down their weap-
ons and take part in the political 
process.

Achakzai said formal dialogue 
would not be possible unless the 
separatists put down their weapons 
and organized as a political party.

“The Doha dialogue between 
the United States and Kabul broke 
down because the Taliban came on 
their own,” he said.

He said that in Pakistan the feel-
ing was the same about negotiating 
with insurgents. “They would have 
to be within the constitution and 
then, within that, if there are any 
grievances, that can only be solved 
through the Parliament,” he said, 
“which means going to the people 
and getting elected.”
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An article on the new backup child care program in the July 
3, 2013 issue mistakenly indicated that the child care program 

was a “six-figure” program. The total cost of the program is less 
than $100K. Additionally, a previous version also did not spec-
ify that the 22 percent of graduate students citing child care as 
stressful and the 50 percent citing family obligations as stressful 
were percentages of those who responded to the specific survey 
questions.

CORRECTIONS

LETTERS TO THE EdITOR
An apology to the 
MIT community
Dear members of the MIT community:

I am writing to apologize for the terrible 
mistake I have made in 2007 while being a 
student. No question, I should have done 
it five years ago, but it’s better late than 
never. As a quick background, in Decem-
ber 2007, I sent an email to a group of 
LGBT students where I insulted them and 
threatened physical harm if they kept con-
tacting me via emails. In February 2008, 
MIT’s Committee on Discipline expelled 
me from MIT, pending one more infraction 
on my part. Since I have complied with 
all the terms, the expulsion never became 
effective and I graduated in 2009. In April 
2008, part of this story became public.

First, let me offer deep apology to every 
student who received the email and to ev-
eryone at MIT and the greater community 
who felt offended or threatened. I realize 
there is little I can do to remedy what you 
have experienced. I only hope you will take 
a few minutes to read this and recognize 
that at no point in time have I meant any 
violence or hatred and that my mistake 
stemmed from ignorance alone, and not 
malice (which, of course, does not make it 
any better).

Everyone who ever met me knows that 
I am not a violent or rude person. In fact, 
every single one of my classmates whom I 
was able to reach during the winter break 
of 2007, about 30 people in total, wrote just 
that in their statements for the Committee 
on Discipline hearing. The reason I sent 
the offensive and threatening email was 
not a violent nature, but my utter cultural 
ignorance at the time. Before coming to 
the U.S., I had never knowingly seen a 
homosexual person in my life. I grew up 
in a small town in southern Russia where 

homosexuality is not only unwelcome 
but is openly abhorred, and for a man to 
be called or linked to homosexuals is the 
gravest offense possible. Homosexuality 
was decriminalized in Russia only in 1993 
and was a felony for almost 70 years before 
then. And even these days, discussions 
about making it criminally punishable 
again are widely held in Russia, as of May 
2013. So, when I received several invita-
tions to LGBT events (which I didn’t even 
realize were general distribution, thinking 
they were targeted at me personally), I felt 
dumbfounded and offended. My email 
was a very ill-conceived attempt to stop 
the invitations for good.

To be clear, I am not trying to justify 
what I’ve done or to make it look accept-
able. It is not acceptable, no matter the 
reasons, to send out physical threats. It 
was my and only my responsibility, having 
come to a new country, to make sure I 
knew its rules and traditions. At the very 
least, I should have paused and thought 
before blasting out a group email to people 
I’ve never met. I should not have let my 
upbringing be a reason for my fellow 
students to feel unsafe. It is my fault and 
nobody else’s. I have made a mistake and 
am paying for it.

I immediately made every effort to 
apologize in person to the members of the 
LGBT club. Not all of them agreed to meet 
me, which is hardly a surprise. To those of 

them whom I didn’t get a chance to speak 
with, and to all my classmates and other 
members of the community whom I made 
feel unsafe or offended, I apologize.

Second, I’d like to thank the people 
who helped me get out of the mess I’ve 
created. Members of the Students Affairs 
Office at Sloan School, Office of Student 
Citizenship and Committee on Disci-
pline have handled this case with utmost 
professionalism and fairness. All of my 
classmates who I’ve spoken to, gave me a 
lifeline, first of all by still talking to me and 
then by writing letters of support to Com-
mittee on Discipline. In particular, several 
members of the Sloan LGBT club who not 
only agreed to meet me but also supported 
me in dealings with the Committee on Dis-
cipline and later when this story became 
public. You guys have truly saved me, and 
everything I have accomplished since 2008 
wouldn’t have been possible without your 
support and trust.

Today, I am completely different from 
the narrow-minded confused person who 
sent the stupid and hateful email in 2007. 
I tried not to waste the second chance you 
gave me five years ago. I keep educating 
myself on cultural issues and the civil 
rights movement in the U.S., and I have 
contributed my part to protecting the 
foundation which makes this movement 
possible. After becoming eligible in 2010,1 
enlisted in the military and became a U.S. 
citizen. I am privileged to be a part of the 
force that fights for freedom and the Amer-
ican way of life, and just like thousands of 
others, I risked my life during dozens of 
combat missions over two deployments 
away from family. I learned firsthand how 
rare and invaluable is our fundamental 
principle that everyone deserves to be 
heard and respected, and how much it is 
worth protecting.

artem Krasnoslobodtsev mBa ’09

To those I didn’t get a 
chance to speak with, 
and to all my classmates 
and other members of 
the community whom 
I made feel unsafe or 
offended, I apologize.
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By Anthony Yu
Staff RepoRteR

Professor Albert Meyer will 
succeed Dean of Undergraduate 
Education Dennis Freeman as the 
new undergraduate officer in the 
Department of Electrical Engineer-
ing and Computer Science (Course 
6). As the undergraduate officer 
of MIT’s largest department, he is 
responsible for overseeing the un-
dergraduate curriculum, handling 
MEng admissions, and maintaining 
the quality of education.

His biggest concern is making 
sure that each Course 6 student has 

adequate advising. The EECS de-
partment was responsible for advis-
ing 894 majors during the 2012–2013 
academic year, according to the 
Registrar. This number is expected 
to increase even more over the next 
term. “The faculty is immensely 
busy doing research teaching and 
lots of other things and they ac-
knowledge that they value advising, 
but when they set priorities, not 
enough of them are taking on advis-
ing responsibilities,” Meyer told The 
tech. He plans to reach out to staff 
and former students to advise the 
new incoming Course 6 students.

Students should not worry 

about any changes to MEng ad-
missions. “MEng admissions have 
pretty straightforward criteria. The 

majority of the decisions can re-
ally be made automatically based 
on grade point average,” he said. “It 
doesn’t mean that you can’t get in 
if your GPA is low. If there’s some 
persuasive reason of why it was low, 

that would persuade us that you’d 
do fine in the MEng program, then 
we’ll let you in.”

The undergraduate curricu-
lum will also see little change. 
Although some of the founda-
tional courses will be redefined 
and more advanced classes will be 
added next term, other changes to 
the curriculum will take time, with 
a committee chaired by Professor 
Leslie Kaelbling leading the way. 
“That’s a complicated task that’s 
going to go on for a while, but it’s 
in good hands,” said Meyer. “I am 
happy to say that I don’t have to 
manage that. I just have to throw 

in my two cents.”
With years of undergraduate 

teaching experience and supervis-
ing PhD students, Meyer is confi-
dent he will be an excellent under-
graduate officer succeeding Dean 
Freeman. “The one thing that is 
most daunting about taking this 
job on is that it’s always a bad move 
to take on a job previously done 
by really capable people, because 
you’re bound to look worse by com-
parison,” he joked. “But I stuck my 
neck out following Denny, who was 
as good an undergraduate officer 
as we’ve ever had. So I hope I can 
measure up to those standards.”

Meyer is the new Course 6 undergraduate officer
Maintaining the quality of advising system and new brochure among responsibilities

sive” images, according to Senior 
Associate Dean for Student Life 
Henry Humphreys. 

Regardless, the prevailing senti-
ment is that the culture of the floor 
will never be the same. “It’s part of 
the floor culture, having those mu-
rals,” said Harmon. The bar is also 
not insignificant. Many alumni 
saved numerous beer bottles in the 
bar area, which were not kept when 
the bar was disassembled. Accord-
ing to Harmon, Burton Third plans to 
involve incoming freshmen in paint-
ing new murals. In addition, they 
also plan to rebuild the bar, but are 
unsure of the time line. “I definitely 
think some senior MechE majors 
would be interested in fixing it up,” 
remarked Harmon. The floor chairs, 
Zachary Brooks ’15 and Max Kanter 
’15, declined to comment on Burton 
Third’s plans.

However, the process of repaint-
ing and rebuilding requires several 
levels of approval. The McCants “felt 
that some of the murals did not meet 
the standards of the Institute and 
that the bar was not appropriate,” ac-
cording to Humphreys. Any new mu-

rals proposed on the floor must be 
approved by the housemasters, area 
director, and house manager. De-
signs must be in accordance with the 
MIT Mind and Hand Book, which 
relegates alcohol consumption to in-
dividual dormitory rooms and not in 
common areas. “Approved wall art, 
etc., in the dorm will be consistent 
with this policy,” wrote McCants.

Although students are entitled to 
freedom of expression in the Mind 
and Hand Book, they must also be 
aware of the Institute’s harassment 
and hazing polices when designing 
their murals. The previous murals 
were “promoting drinking in an en-
vironment where most students are 
underage,” said Humphreys. Despite 
the rules, Humphreys is confident 
that the housemasters “are willing to 
move forward with Burton Third so 
that they reflect the positive aspects 
of the community.”

building, would contact the house 
team [and/or] call MIT police, but 
they would never leave their post.”

Another security change is the 
replacement of a card scanner in 
the building’s vestibule with a card 
scanner at desk. When an MIT ID 
is scanned, the student’s face will 
appear on a monitor for visual com-
parison. If a student does not have 
an ID, they may enter the dorm af-
ter providing their name and being 
compared to the monitor. “To an 
MIT student, [entering the dorm] 
should still seem like a seamless 
process,” says Humphreys.

Each student in the five under-
graduate dorms will have a guest list 

of up to 10 students. The housemas-
ter and the house government are 
responsible for placing any addi-
tional restrictions, if any, on guests. 
Registered guests may enter the 
building upon ID swipe. After 12:30 
a.m., all guests must be escorted by 
residents, similar to existing policy. 
Guests will not be required to track 
exits, but entrances and exits of 
contractors such as plumbers will 
be tracked.

After the completion of phase 
one, all five undergraduate dorms 
will have security cameras installed 
outside the building and in the lob-
by. Previously, only Simmons had 
installed cameras. Cameras will not 
face the hallways. The desk atten-
dant will be able to view live foot-
age of the monitors. Any recordings 
will be stored by MIT’s Security and 
Emergency Management Office 
within their existing policies.

The security changes are based 
on the 2010 security report au-
thored by Professor Iain W. Stewart 
and Police Chief John DiFava after a 
robbery in Baker House in 2010.

Information about the security 
changes and a form for submitting 
comments will be available online 

by Aug. 19. “We’re looking at the 
policies … as individual pilots. … 
We are seeking comments from 
community members to bring 
back to the house leadership to fine 
tune those policies over time,” said 
Bauer.

It is currently unclear in which 
order security will be updated in 
other dorms. Phase two was de-
scribed as including most East 
Campus buildings and graduate 
dorms, and is slated to occur in the 
summer of 2014. In phase three, 
all undergraduate and graduate 
dorms will be included, as well as 
the on-campus sororities Kappa 
Alpha Theta and Pi Beta Phi. 

“We would not be putting desk 
attendant programs [in Green Hall 
and Pi Beta Phi], but we would 
be upgrading the card reader 
systems and the cameras,” said 
Humphreys.

Designs must be in 
accordance with 
the MIT Mind and 
Hand Book.

Any recordings 
will be stored by 
MIT’s Security 
and Emergency 
Management 
Office within their 
existing policies.

In phase three, all 
undergraduate and 
graduate dorms 
will be included.

Burton Third bar & 
wall murals gone

More cameras for 7 dorms
2010 security report motivates dormitory changes

B3, from Page 1Security, from Page 1

Students should not 
worry about any 
changes to MEng, 
admissions.

Fine dining. On The tech.

arts@tech.mit.edu
Be a restaurant critic.
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RestauRant Review

the secret is in the sauce
A savory almost-Texan experience

By ruth Abrams

Boston is famous for its fantastic fish, 
clam chowder, lobster, crab rolls, and oys-
ters, but I was raised on different sort of 
food. My home state, Texas, is famous for 
its Tex-Mex and BBQ. When I get home-
sick for Mexican food, there are plenty of 
restaurants that will sort of fill the void 
until I can go home. But when I’m crav-
ing real BBQ, when all I want is a brisket 
sandwich on jalapeño toast and drenched 
in sauce, I can only sigh, think of home, 

and move on. The other day, though, I 
happened to walk by Sweet Cheeks Q, a 
restaurant near Fenway proclaiming Tex-
as-style BBQ. I had to stop in right away. 
What I found both delighted and disap-
pointed me.

Memphis is famous for its pulled pork, 
the Carolinas for their vinegar sauce, and 
Kansas for its sweet sauce. But Texas is the 

king of BBQ because of its smoked bris-
ket and spicy, thick, tomato-based sauce. 
Naturally, I had to test Sweet Cheeks by 
their brisket sandwich. The sandwich 
was huge: a buttered and toasted roll 
piled with meat. I doused it in the thin-
looking sauce provided, took a massive 
bite, and was immediately homesick. The 
meat was spot on. It practically fell apart 
in my mouth without the need to chew, 
even if there was a little bit too much fat 
remaining. Through the victory, however, 
my stomach sank: tragedy. The sauce was 

completely off. It was thin, it was vinegary, 
and it was clearly the Carolinas appearing 
right in the middle of my little piece of 
Texas. The other sauce provided was thin 
and sweet with a little spice. Better, but 
still not quite right. It was close to home, 
but also very far from it. If Boston were 
another planet (which it is) and I were 
E.T., Sweet Cheeks is the kind of place 

from which I could at least phone home.
While brisket is the true test of a Texas 

BBQ joint, on a separate visit I decided to 
try their pulled chicken, and the vinegar 
sauce went much better with it. Luckily 
for those looking out for their cholesterol, 
it’s not packed with any added fat. Luck-
ily for those looking to loosen their belt 
buckles a notch, the same could not be 
said of the side order potato salad and 
broccoli casserole. The potato salad was 
nothing special, though it was still deli-
cious given that it was just a combination 
of mayo and potatoes. The broccoli casse-
role was fantastic, much more cream and 
butter and only a side of broccoli, just as 
Paula Deen would like it. On the whole, I 
enjoyed all of these dishes more than the 
brisket simply because they didn’t bring 

all the extra baggage of expectation to the 
table.

Though I may gripe about the sauce, 
and though fellow BBQ connoisseurs may 
agree with me, for most people the experi-
ence will be fun and delicious. That said, 
however, most people will probably gripe 
about the price. An $18 minimum for a 
plate is significantly more than I’ve ever 
encountered at any other BBQ joint. But, 
if you go for a sandwich, or at midday, the 
bill is more affordable. In spite of the price, 
I’d say this is probably the closest Boston is 
going to get to authentic BBQ fare, and sug-
gest that if you’ve never had it, you should 
give it a try. And for you Texans who, like 
me, get homesick, this will certainly tide 
you over until the next time you visit home 
and get to eat the real deal.

sweet Cheeks Q

1381 Boylston street, Boston

Open sunday – tuesday 11:30 a.m. – 10 p.m., 
Wednesday – saturday 11:30 a.m. – 11 p.m.

i doused the huge sandwich (a buttered, toasted roll 
piled with meat) in the thin sauce provided, took a 
massive bite, and was immediately homesick.

Debbie Douglass

the 12 by 4-foot fabric collage depicting the Charles river, a memorial to the victims of the Boston Marathon tragedy.

Mending Boston at Mit Museum
Collaborative artwork aims to help heal community 

that saved his life when the second bomb went 
off. Earlier, friends of bombing victim Lu Lingzi 
sewed a portrait of the late Boston University 
student into the quote, and added math equa-
tions and food shapes to reflect Lingzi’s love 
for math and cooking.

“What I love about all collaborative art 
projects is drawing in people who do not 
think of themselves as artists, but end up de-
lighted with what they’ve done,” Wainwright 
described.

The first group to work on “Mending Bos-
ton” was teenagers from the Boston Asian 
Youth Essential Service in May. Since then, 
Wainwright has worked with other local 
groups on the piece, from individuals at Cod-
man Square Health Center, where victims 
were treated, to the Dorchester neighborhood 
of the bombing victim Martin Richard, to the 
Gardner Museum, to Trinity Church. She also 
reached out to friends and family of the bomb-
ing victim Krystle Campbell.

“I decided that if I wanted to be consid-
ered important to the city of Boston, I really 
had to work with people who didn’t have art 
in their lives,” Clara explained to 90.0 WHUR 
radio. The Boston native has made up to 60 
other community quilts with a diversity of 
groups, from women in Vietnam, Brazil, Thai-
land, Puerto Rico, to those affected by the ini-
tial bombing of Baghdad, to troubled teens, to 
Gloucester Fishermen’s wives. “The reaction of 
most people is delight that they were invited to 
participate in creating a memorial.” She con-
nected with the MIT Museum through MIT 
Police Sergeant Vossmer, with the intention to 
honor fallen officer Sean Collier. In the earliest 
stages of the collage, she reached out to other 
victims of the tragedy.

The finished piece will be on display at the 
Gardner Museum, beginning Aug. 8 for the 
month of August. On Sept. 13, it will move to 
the MIT Museum through October. After that, 
it may travel to other Boston/Cambridge com-
munity spaces and museums, such as Boston 
City Hall and the Boston Public Library.

Mending, from Page 1

the first group to work 
on “Mending Boston” 
was teenagers from 
the Boston asian Youth 
essential service in May.

the finished piece 
will be on display at 
the Gardner Museum, 
beginning aug. 8 for the 
month of august.
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By Bryan Williams

Jay Z once boasted in a particularly memo-
rable line on Kanye West’s “Diamonds From 
Sierra Leone (Remix),” “I’m not a business-
man, I’m a business, man.” Clever wordplay 
aside, he’s right. Besides being the rapper Jay 
Z (he recently dropped the hyphen), Shawn 
Carter is the definitive hip-hop mogul, bran-
dishing a resume teeming with his various 
ventures and positions: head of record label 
Roc Nation, co-owner of sports bar chain 
the 40/40 club, co-creator of the Rocawear 
clothing line, and spokesperson of D’Usse, 
Bacardi’s new brandy product, just to name 
a few. This year, he even founded Roc Na-
tion sports, because apparently that’s what 

you do when you’re the only rapper with a 
net worth of over $500 million. The man can 
sell anything — but even with all these other 
products, he hasn’t forgotten how to sell mu-
sic. In a historic pre-album deal, Carter sold a 
million copies of his new modestly-named al-
bum, Magna Carta… Holy Grail, to Samsung 
for sale through an exclusive app. By doing so, 
Carter prompted the Recording Industry As-
sociation of America (RIAA) to rewrite their 
rules regarding digital sales, and became the 
first artist ever to have an album go platinum 
before it even hits the shelves, making what 
sounds like an unbacked piece of rap brag-
gadocio into a reality. With such pre-release 
hype, listeners were expecting a truly great al-
bum, one that could sit near the top of Jay Z’s 
massive discography. However, while Carter 
did deliver a highly enjoyable hip hop album, 
Magna Carta struggles to live up to the larger-
than-life persona Carter takes on.

Thematically, Magna Carta is entirely 
predictable. The album repeatedly bounces 
between Jay Z bragging about how insanely 
rich and famous he is, to expounding on the 
difficulties of being insanely rich and famous. 
Such lyrical contrast seems insincere, but he 
handles the complexity of the issue pretty 

well. On album opener “Holy Grail,” which 
has my vote for catchiest song of the summer, 
he laments “Photo shoots with paparazzi / 
Can’t even take my daughter for a walk / See 
them by the corner store / I feel like I’m cor-
nered off,” but then uses his media presence 
as a boast a couple tracks later on “Crown”: 
“I ball so hard on ESPN / See my name come 
across on CNN / ‘Bout 6 minutes, you gon’ 
see it again.” These themes are far from new 
to Carter, who has long let us know that being 
famous is both awesome and hard. 

Magna Carta is Carter’s twelfth solo studio 
album, and I fear he’s simply running out of 
things to rap about. After all, he’s covered a lot 
of ground between bursting onto the scene 
relating stories of hustling on the streets of 
Brooklyn just to make a decent living on his 
classic debut album Reasonable Doubt, and 
exploring fame’s dark underbelly for the black 
elite on Watch the Throne, his 2011 collabora-
tive album with Kanye West. However, even if 
the album lyrics aren’t anything new, it’s still a 
lot of fun to hear him say it. “I don’t pop molly I 
rock Tom Ford,” Jay Z repeats on album stand-
out “Tom Ford,” a line that perfectly summa-
rizes his classy attitude and approach to busi-

ness, music, or otherwise. “Feds still lurking 
/ They see I’m still putting work in / ‘Cause 
somewhere in America / Miley Cyrus is still 
twerkin’,” he lets out with a laugh on the jazzy 
“Somewhereinamerica,” employing a clever 
double entendre that relies on the common 
practice of rappers referring to cocaine using 
the names of famous white female celebrities. 

Of course, there is more to the album than 
money, drugs, and women, although the re-
sults are mixed when he ventures out of hip 
hop’s comfort zone. “Picasso Baby” falls a lit-
tle flat, with shallow lines like “It ain’t hard to 
tell I’m the new Jean-Michel / Surrounded by 
Warhols my whole team ball.” His interest in 
art sounds manufactured, as if he’s filling his 
house with famous paintings out of boredom. 
Indeed, the failed gloat “Yellow Basquiat in 
my kitchen corner / Go head lean on that shit 
Blue / You own it, huh” shows that preserving 
and respecting the art in his home is not high 
on his list of priorities. 

On “Oceans,” an ambitious track with a 
Frank Ocean feature, Jay Z explores the du-
ality of important ships in his life: the yacht 
he owns and parties on, and the slave ship 
that brought his ancestors over on the exact 
same waters. “I’m anti-Santa Maria / Only 
Christopher we acknowledge is Wallace” he 
snarls, followed by Frank crooning “This wa-

ter drowned my family / This water mixed my 
blood / This water tells my story / This water 
knows it all” on the hook. It’s a cool concept, 
and it largely works, although you get the 
feeling that it didn’t come out as deep as he 
intended. 

Fatherhood is the focus of “Jay Z Blue,” 
where he chronicles all of his worries for his 

daughter, like “Father never taught me how 
to be a father, treat a mother / I don’t want 
to have to repeat another leave another.” The 
track is appealing because he breaks his cal-
culated, protected facade, spilling out his vari-
ous fears, fame-related or not, to the listener. 
It’s a rare glimpse at not Jay Z the superstar, 
but Shawn Carter the man. I only wish the al-
bum had more moments like these.

Carter turns 44 later this year, an age 
where most rappers have either retired or de-
scended deep into the depths of irrelevancy. 
However, somehow Magna Carta still sounds 
fresh and modern. The beats are varied — 
some lavish, some simple, all excellent, and 
most in the typical style of veteran producer 
Timbaland, who has credits on eleven out of 
the album’s sixteen tracks. Carter shows he’s 
keeping up with the times through the lyrics, 
too. He references Instagram as well as the In-
ternet meme “Ain’t nobody got time for that”, 
although neither top “I’m planking on a mil-
lion” from Watch the Throne. Additionally, his 
flows sound young and playful, and the fea-
tures for the most part work. He may be get-
ting old, but he hasn’t forgot the mechanics of 
putting together an album.

Magna Carta is a good album, but the 
grandiose marketing campaign, the pre-
album deal with Samsung, and the simple 
fact of being a Jay Z album all challenge it to 
be something more. Still, despite its weak 
points, the album manages to entertain lis-
ten after listen, and is perfect to throw on at 
pretty much any occasion. However, when Jay 
coaches “Don’t be good, my n***a, be great” 
on “F.U.T.W,” it’s tempting to wish he’d taken 
his own advice.

HHH✩✩

Magna Carta… Holy 
Grail

Jay Z

roc Nation

released July 4, 2013

By Denis Bozic
Staff WRiteR

Making sentient albums and coloring 
them with distinct personalities that incite a 
vast range of emotions upon every listen is, 
if done successfully, a tricky, but rewarding 
artistic attempt. Some of these albums, like 
Planningtorock’s overlooked debut album 
Have it all, are extroverts — they reach out to 
you with their lovable eccentricities embod-
ied in their lyrics and music, while giving their 
essence to you. Other ones, like Björk’s album 
Vespertine, are introverts — these absorb and 
isolate you with their slowly-unraveling and 
unreachable sounds, while luring your es-

sence and then trapping it within their realm. 
And then there are those free-roaming spirits, 
like Anna Von Hausswolff’s newest album 
Ceremony, that simply take you on an unpre-
dictable journey, enriched with both mysteri-
ous and tangible emotions, while offering you 
a taste of vicarious memories.

Entangled in a web of dark tunes, Von 
Hausswolff’s captivating voice, and themes 
inspired by stories of love, death and loss, Cer-
emony is an album that challenges the listener 
to more than just a casual listening experi-
ence. This is not, however, caused by anything 
dissonant or unappealing within the music, 
but rather by the vast — and therefore often 
rewardingly overwhelming — range of emo-
tions presented in the lyrics and progressive, 
yet charmingly nostalgic melodies. Interest-
ingly enough, the emotional readiness need-
ed to embark on the experience of listening to 
this album seems to be of paramount impor-
tance when exploring Von Hausswolff’s mu-
sic for the first time, because it is the only way 
to grab the front seat during the journey and 
fully understand the nuances of her music.

The opening tracks, “Epitaph of Theodor” 
and “Deathbed”, set the album’s tone with 
their enchanting and hypnotic sounds of Von 
Hausswolff’s trademark incantation medium 
— the pipe organ. Ambitiously, but ever so 
successfully, she glazes the organ’s sounds in 
“Deathbed” with the heavy sounds of electri-
cal guitars, which transforms the initial, in-
strumental, church-like atmosphere into an 
almost gruesome and inescapable impasse. 
And, just when “Deathbed” seems to ap-
proach its sensory zenith, Von Hausswolff’s 
voice elegantly steps in for the first time, sing-

ing in a bird-like intonation: “Will you take 
back, take back, what you said?” The rapid 
transition from a morose and sacred universe 
into an idyllic and folk-inspired fairyland 
continues from “Deathbed” into “Mountains 
Crave,” one of the more placid and assuring 
tracks on the album. 

The interplay between these two disparate 
moods does not cease — “No Body” besieges 
the album with its horrifying tunes, rang-
ing from screeches to machine-like sounds, 
which allude to mental suffering, while the 
tracks like “Red Sun,” “Sun Rise,” and “Ocean” 
restore the album’s calmness. 

One of the most touching and numbing 
tracks, “Harmonica,” dedicated to Von Hauss-
wolff’s grandfather, very openly addresses 
the theme of death, and exposes one of the 
album’s core themes — Van Hausswolff’s per-
sonal life and memories. Backed with hunting 
vocals, stirring percussions, and simple but 
emotionally inclusive verses “He left me in a 
day / He left me in a very strange way,” “Har-
monica” is the epitome of the singer’s mastery 
of musical storytelling.

Even though it is an atypical record, 

strongly characterized by vivid imagery rather 
than the conventional combination of mu-
sic and lyrics, Ceremony is far from being 
unprecedented. Nevertheless, this does not 
undermine its quality, because the artistry of 
this album lies within its sincere personality, 
carefully crafted and brought to life by the art-
ist herself. 

And, above all, Von Hausswolff’s unre-
stricted openness and cordial invitation to 
the world of her memories define this al-
bum not just as a musical attempt, but as an 
experience.

HHHHH

Ceremony

Anna Von Hausswolff

Fat Possum records

released July 9, 2013

Album review

A mournful and nostalgic musical experience
Anna Von Hausswolff is a master of transcendental journeys

Album review

i’m a business, man
Entertaining but overhyped, Jay Z’s twelfth 
album goes platinum before its release

“Jay Z blue” is 
appealing: he breaks his 
calculated, protected 
facade, spilling out his 
various fears. 

The album still sounds fresh and modern. The beats 
are varied — some lavish, some simple, all excellent.

Fat Possum RecoRds

Album cover art of Anna Von Hauss-
wolff’s new album Ceremony.

Summer
SPOTliGHTS

Album
mOvie
eXHibiT
CONCerT

8
9

13
13

The Tech takes a look at some of the 
hottest hits and misses this summer.
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Movie review

on how Logan got his groove back
The Wolverine’s ill-conceived ending falls flat, despite a magnificent Hugh Jackman

By roberto Perez-Franco
Staff Writer

Within the X-Men universe Logan/Wol-
verine enjoys a privileged sort of position, 
comparable to that of Iron Man in The Aveng-
ers universe. After multiple X-Men movies 
with the whole cast, Hugh Jackman was itch-
ing to make a movie or two about Wolverine. 
On his own. And the promise, the potential, 
of grandeur was there. This potential has only 
been partly satisfied.

Jackman is a magnificent and versatile ac-
tor, who can, with the same aplomb, play Jean 
Valjean in Les Misérables, an unscrupulous 
magician in The Prestige, or a even a penguin 
in Happy feet. With his incarnation as Wolver-
ine he has created a truly iconic movie hero, 
dark and troubled, dangerous and unpredict-
able, ferocious and beautiful. I never knew the 
human forearm had so many veins until I saw 
him coming out of the water, adamantium 
claws out, in X-Men Origins: Wolverine.

For Wolverine, he returns four years later, 
again in top physical form, and with the same 
depth of character. But alas, the story fails 
around him, and his merits as an actor are not 
enough to save the movie in the end.

Even though the film starts during World 

War II, and includes multiple flashbacks of 
days past, The Wolverine takes place mostly 
after X-Men: The Last Stand had ended. Wol-
verine is tormented with nightmares about 
having killed his beloved Jean, and has se-
cluded himself to a hermit’s life in the wilder-
ness. He has also given up his identity as Wol-
verine. But an old friend from the Pacific War, 
now riddled with cancer, comes back to say 
goodbye. The man is so sick that Logan must 
travel to Tokyo in order to see him before he 
dies.

This trip triggers a narrative that is engag-
ing and, for the most part, relatively plausible. 
For about an hour and a half, it unravels with 
a good mix of tension and action, including a 
fight sequence on top of a bullet train that is 
among the best action scenes I have seen in 
any X-Men movie. The story also sees Logan’s 
broken heart warming up to the young and 
innocent heir of Logan’s dying friend, Mariko 
— played by the beautiful Tao Okamoto. One 
of the film’s most moving moments comes 
when, after one of Logan’s recurrent night-
mares, Mariko consoles him, unafraid of his 
claws, and compassionate of his wounds. It 
is a scene of deep tenderness, unusually au-
thentic and free of clichés for a movie in this 
genre.

As the story approaches its climax, how-
ever, it starts to take a turn for the worse. An 
already flat villain character dressed in green 
spandex makes its appearance: the Snake 
Woman, eerily reminiscent of the similarly flat 
and green Poison Ivy of the ill-conceived Bat-
man & robin. An already bad turn becomes 
even worse when, at the height of the conflict, 
a development that is as ridiculous as it is un-
believable is presented to the audience as the 

capstone that is supposed to wrap the story 
together. Oh, the humanity! It fails miserably, 
and as the story collapses, sitting there in the 
middle of a theatre full of jeering and laughing 
moviegoers, one feels suddenly cheated out of 
two hours of life.

The Wolverine deserved a better story end-
ing than this. Jackman deserved a better story 
ending than this. But this is the ending the 
writers chose. And no matter how much you 

like the actor, his charisma and muscles are 
not enough to rescue this story from its vapid 
and implausible ending. Go see this film if you 
want: go for Wolverine, for his claws and his 
rage; go for Jackman, for the veins in his arms 
and the darkness in his character. But prepare 
to be disappointed with the story at the end. 
For if you are not, you were likely paying more 
attention to the eye-candy that you were to 
the plot.

HHH✩✩

The Wolverine

Directed by James 
Mangold

starring Hugh 
Jackman, tao 
Okamoto, and rila 
Fukushima

rated PG-13

Now Playing

Movie review

Just what it says 
on the tin
Pacific Rim features 3D robot eye-
candy, 2D characters and a 1D plot

James Fisher

Logan (Hugh Jackman) in The Wolverine.

Kerry hayes

raleigh Beckett (Charlie Hunnam) in Pacific Rim.

Kerry hayes

Mako Mori (rinko Kikuchi) in Pacific Rim.

By roberto Perez-Franco
Staff Writer

I convinced myself to go see Pa-
cific rim with the excuse that I’m 
a fan of its director, Guillermo del 
Toro. Both The Devil’s Backbone and 
Pan’s Labyrinth blew me out of the 
water, so I said to myself, “I have to 
go see this.” But I think somewhere 
inside me I already knew that this 
movie would turn out to be what 
the banners and trailers advertised: 
a WWZ-like fighting fest of giant ro-
bots vs. giant monsters. Alas, my gut 
feeling was right.

Pacific rim tells the story of 
how an earth-wide military army 
of robots fights against an invasion 
of ever more numerous alien mon-
sters. That’s it. And it absolutely de-
livers in the robots vs. monsters de-
partment. For those of us who grew 
up watching Japanese mecha an-
ime like Mazinger Z, this is a dream 
come true. The robots are huge, 
beautifully complicated fighting 
machines, so complicated in fact 
that it takes two pilots  — connect-
ed at the level of brain functions 
— to run each one. Very much like 
Mazinger, the pilots enter the robot 
through the head, not in a flying 
“fielder,” but in a falling cage.

However, in terms of charac-
ters and plot, the movie is noth-
ing more than one would expect. 
All the main characters are two-

dimensional at best. The clos-
est thing to a rich character is the 
rigid and proud Stacker Pentecost 
(played by a forceful Idris Elba), 
but even he comes too close to a 
caricature of himself at many times 
during the movie. The secondary 
characters are as one-dimensional 
as can be, full of stereotypes re-
garding their nationality, gender, 
and background.

The plot is also painfully predict-
able, to the point that it is easy to say 
that this movie has no plot beyond 
what is necessary to keep the robots 
and the monsters fighting each oth-
er. My recommendation is to take 
this film for what it is: giant fighting 
robot porn for the nerdy mind. The 
visual special effects of the robots, 
their mechanical workings and, to a 
large extent, their fighting capabili-
ties are catnip for the lovers of the 
mecha genre. The 3D cinematogra-
phy is very well executed — almost 
on par with avatar — and is certain 
to please the fantasies of many MIT 
students.

So, if you want to see giant ro-
bots and monsters boxing in the 
sea, grab your popcorn and feast 
your eyes. Just don’t build up your 
expectations in the hope del Toro 
will deliver another serving of Back-
bone or Labyrinth awesomeness. 
Watch it for the brawn, not the plot, 
because there ain’t no story worth a 
dime here.

HHH✩✩

Pacific Rim

Directed by 
Guillermo del toro

starring Charlie 
Hunnam, Idris 
Elba, and rinko 
Kikuchi

rated PG-13

Now Playing

...To THe SiLver SCreeN

FroM CoMiCBooK PAGeS...

But alas, the story fails 
around him, and his 
merits as an actor are 
not enough to save the 
movie in the end.
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By Edwina Portocarrero
staff WRiteR

Oh, Almodovar: It’s hard not to like you no 
matter what you do. While definitely not one of 
his best, i’m so excited is as deliciously kitschy 
as bubble gum ice cream.

Reminiscent of his early films, though with the 
camp notch turned to max, both in character and 
aesthetics, the film itself is funny and a welcome 
break in the comedy genre from bros, dysfunc-
tional couples, and horny teens in nasty, messed 
up situations.

A worn formula of intertwined stories hap-

HHH✩✩

I’m So Excited

Directed by Pedro 
Almodovar

starring Javier Cámara, 
Lola Dueñas, Cecilia roth

rated r

Now Playing

MOvie Review

see Denzel and Mark have 
fun with guns
Forget the drama and bring the popcorn for this 
fun action flick

By roberto Perez-Franco
staff WRiteR

Even though its A-list cast of Denzel Wash-
ington and Mark Wahlberg made me anticipate 
something along the lines of Man on fire or Three 
Kings, it was clear five minutes into 2 guns that, 
even though it would have lots of action and a 
maybe a pinch of drama, this movie was — plain 
and simple — a laugh-out loud comedy. So I 
quickly adapted my expectations accordingly, 
and I am happy to report that I had more fun 
watching it than any other movie I’ve seen in a 
long time. 2 guns is a blast! It’s so honestly funny 
and packed with good, old action that I’d pay to 
see it again.

The movie revolves around Bobby Trench, a 
seasoned DEA agent (played by Denzel Wash-
ington), and Marcus Stigman, a young and fresh-
faced Navy intelligence agent (played by Mark 
Walberg) who overtly are a pair of crooks, yet un-
beknownst to each other, are actually government 
agents, each conducting a separate undercover 
operation, without the knowledge and likely at 
the expense of the other. After robbing a bank, 
as part of their respective operations, things start 
to go wrong, and our heroes have to run for their 
lives. They find out that they are safer and more 
effective if they run for their lives together, as a 
team, and their partnership (‘bromance’ is a bet-
ter word) is born.

The rest is a lot of shooting and jokes. The 
premise of this ‘action-driven comedy’ may 
have undertones reminiscent of training Day, 
but both in tone and execution it is much closer 
to the hilarious and violent get the gringo, Mel 
Gibson’s post-meltdown redemption movie. Ex-
cept here we have, instead of a single pseudo-
hero, two full-blown heroes. The combination 
of Denzel and Mark works as a charm: Denzel 

as the alpha-male, and Mark as his willing side-
kick. Their chemistry is sparkling and contagious, 
and carries the movie unencumbered by plot 
plausibility concerns through a story with more 
double-crosses than a cemetery in Tijuana, and 
more laughs than a Comedy Central special, un-
til it reaches its climax inside the ranch of a drug 
dealer, with the mother of all Mexican stand-offs 
between four parties, all pointing guns at each 
other.

For a movie that begs not to be taken seri-
ously, the production values are pretty high and 
the movie — although formulaic at many inflec-
tion points – avoids caricaturing its characters. 
The sole exception may be the Navy fellows, who 
come across as cardboard-like and ambivalent at 
best (which was the reason I knocked one star out 
of an otherwise five-star action comedy.) There 
are goring bulls, drug smuggling operations, dirty 
money, sex, shootings, corrupt policemen, be-
trayals and winks enough to last you for the rest 
of your summer. I highly recommend 2 guns. Just 
set your expectations right, get the popcorn and 
relax — you are in for an exhilarating ride!

HHHH✩

2 Guns
Directed by Baltasar Kormákur

starring Denzel Washington, 
Mark Wahlberg, and Paula 
Patton

rated r

Now Playing

MOvie Review

i don’t really care who you are
Acting, writing, directing, and editing all conspire to bring 
We’re the Millers down

By roberto Perez-Franco
staff WRiteR

I love Jason Sudeikis. He’s one of my favorites in the SNL 
cast: I think he does a great Romney impression, and his Joe 
Biden is hilarious. I like Jennifer Aniston, too (I really do). 
And I like comedy movies (Meet the Parents killed me) and 
movies about drug trafficking (traffic is among my favorite 
movies ever). So I was expecting to like We’re the Millers. You 
could even say I wanted to like it. But I didn’t. I am sorry to 
say, but I did not like it. Yes, I laughed a few times, but as a 
whole, as a package, the movie just didn’t fly for me.

The premise of the film is pretty straightforward: a small 
time drug dealer (played by Sudeikis) finds himself in hot 

water and cannot refuse an assignment by his big boss to 
smuggle a load of weed across the border for him. To in-
crease his chances of pulling the stunt off, he recruits a group 
of misfits to accompany him on the trip and pose as his fam-
ily. Rose, a mature stripper (played by Aniston), is recruited 
for the role of the mother, while two teenagers are tapped 
for the role of their kids: Kenny, a clueless, awkward teenage 
boy with zero sexual experience (Will Poulter); and Casey, a 
street savvy homeless girl with quite a few miles and a mean 
character (Emma Roberts).

With their new identities, they set out on their drug smug-
gling trip and — just as expected — things start to go wrong. 
Hilarity ensues — or is supposed to. Besides some sporadic 
bouts of laughter here and there, the anticipated comedy 
of errors never quite boils. The acting is somewhat stiff, the 
jokes often feel forced, and the editing — oh, the editing! — 
is downright lame, killing whatever little momentum the ac-
tors had managed to create.

Admittedly, some scenes are hilarious, but they are few 
and far between, and, even if they work as jokes, they do so 
as isolated jokes, and require a lot of time to set up. Further-
more, their effect fades fast once the movie keeps going. 

We’re the Millers could have benefited from better edit-
ing. And better writing. And better acting. And directing. It 
felt like an amateur production, where every aspect had a lot 
of room for improvement. Despite the prospect of seeing a 
super-fit Aniston stripping on screen (she’s a brave woman 
and looks great), the few laughs you get out of this movie are 
not worth the punishment of having to watch the rest of it.

H✩✩✩✩

We’re the Millers

Directed by rawson Marshall 
thurber

starring Jennifer Aniston, 
Jason sudeikis, and Emma 
roberts

rated r

Now Playing

MOvie Review

we watched this film so 
you don’t have to
A movie, or a series of sketches cut from SNL?

By Kristen sunter

Dennis Dugan and Adam Sandler’s lat-
est film opens with Lenny Feder (Sandler) 
telling a joke comparing his wife’s (Salma 
Hayek) Mexican mother to a moose that 
has wandered into their house. Then — and 
here’s the kicker — the moose urinates on 
him. If you are not falling out of your seat 
laughing by this point in the film, you’re in 
for a long 101 minutes.

The storyline is even more unfocused 
than the series of nearly unrelated inci-
dents that was the original grown ups. In 
grown ups 2, we are no longer following 
the hastily sketched struggles of five men 
and their families. Instead, Rob Schneider 
has been forgotten, and the remaining four 
men decide to play hooky for a day because 
it’s their kids’ last day of school, and they 
have no plans. Or perhaps they have no 
jobs — it’s a little unclear. The memorable 
characters include frat boy stereotypes who 
actually call each other “Frat Boy Milo” and 
“Frat Boy Cooper.” They must defend their 
party spot from intruders and eventually 

crash Lenny’s ’80s-themed party to battle. 
In keeping with the frat boy aesthetic, the 
camera constantly ogles women in yoga 
class, girls in cheerleading uniforms, and 
college students in bikinis.

The four middle-aged friends seem to 
have no direction, and it’s frustrating that 
the script doesn’t either. Only the frequent 
callbacks hold grown ups 2 together: it 
gets a lot of mileage out of humor involv-
ing a self-inflating raft. The moose makes 
another appearance towards the end — in 
case you fall asleep in the theater, wake up 
an hour later and wonder if you are still 
watching the same movie, now everyone is 
wearing ’80s costumes.

The laugh-out-loud moments are not 
too surprising or original, but if you want to 
see someone get knocked off of the top of 
a moving bus by a tree branch, this movie 
has a steady stream of slapstick humor. 
Perhaps someone will create gifs of these 
scenes, and then everyone can skip the the-
ater and just wait for the gifs to show up on 
tumblr. Andy Samberg and the guys from 
The Lonely Island make an all too brief ap-

pearance, so the comedic talent they could 
have brought is wasted. The wisecracks 
among the four friends are like those from 
the original movie: a lot of the humor is 
at the expense of someone’s physical ap-
pearance or uncool day job. It shows how 
little they’ve actually grown up, but it’s 
sometimes cringe-worthy, like listening 
to an uncle who tells scatalogical jokes at 
Thanksgiving dinner. (Of course this film 
ends with a callback to a fart joke.)

In both films, there is a scene where 
an old woman imparts wisdom and draws 
out the lessons of the movie about grow-
ing up, but grown ups 2 cuts that scene 
short. Even Adam Sandler has fewer ear-
nest lines this time around, and there is no 
Coach “Buzzer” Ferdinando to eulogize, so 
there is no emotional hook. grown ups 2 
might have been about how “grown ups” 
are not so adult after all, but it comes off as 
a warning of what hanging onto childhood 
can do: you become stuck in an imitation 
your former self, never growing beyond the 
gimmicks that worked a couple of decades 
ago.

H✩✩✩✩

Grown Ups 2

Directed by Dennis 
Dugan

starring Adam 
sandler, Kevin James, 
Chris rock, David 
spade and salma 
Hayek

rated PG-13

Now Playing

MiCHael taCKett

From left: Casey Mathis (Emma roberts),  Rose O’Reilly 
(Jennifer Aniston) and David Clark (Jason Sudeikis) in 
We’re the Millers.

tRaCy bennett

roxanne Feder (salma Hayek), Eric Lamonsoff (Kevin James), Becky Feder (Alexys 
Nicole Sanchez), Kurt McKenzie (Chris Rock), Sally Lamonsoff (Maria Bello), Lenny Feder 
(Adam Sandler) and Marcus Higgins (David Spade) at The Ice Cream House in Grown Ups 2.

MOvie Review

excitement and comedy, 
almodovar-style
A colorful comedy set in Spanish airspace

Patti PeRRet

DEA agents Bobby trench (Denzel Washington) and Deb rees (Paula Patton) in 2 Guns.

Jean-Paul Goude

From left: Lola Duenas, Laya Martí, José María Yazpik, Antonio De La torre, Blanca suárez, Carlos Areces, Hugo silva, Cecilia roth, José Luis torrijo, 
raúl Arévalo, Miguel Ángel silvestre and director Pedro Almodovar.

tHe FliP

tHe Fun

Paola aRdizzoni and emilio PeReda

Carlos Areces as Fajas and raúl Arévalo as Ulloa in I’m so Excited.

pening in one confined space, i’m so excited has 
us stuck in Spanish skies, flying around in circles 
inside a Mexico-bound plane that cannot land.

The problem is not that big, but big enough 
to shake our nerves: a landing gear cannot come 
down. As a result, the deliciously gay cabin crew 
(Javier Cámara, Carlos Areces, and Raúl Arévalo) 
resort to code-breaking, soul-saving procedures 
to appease the nerves of the passengers, as well 
as their own.

While the pilots (Antonio de la Torre and Hugo 
Silva) search for an empty landing strip, economy 
class has been give a little help, unbeknownst to 
them, to sleep its way through the flight. Mean-
while, business class, inhabited by a hit man, 
a psychic virgin, a sex symbol in her platinum 
years, a dodgy business man, a womanizing actor, 

and a couple of ravers on their honeymoon, be-
comes a hot gay mess drenched in tequila shots, 
mescaline-infused cocktails, lip-synch dances, 
steamy sex and blow-jobs.

Privacy becomes intimacy when Almodovar 
uses a malfunctioning airplane phone as the ve-
hicle to deliver his staple themes: family secrets, 
patterns, coincidences, infallible destiny, lies, 
and deceptions. All are aired in public, which 
leads to solutions and empathy being offered by 
fellow passengers.

In short, i’m so excited is a summery, “snap 
crackle pop!” movie that, while not his finest or 
most riveting, still retains Almodovar’s quality 
trademarks, including a great soundtrack and vi-
brant cinematography, which raise this film way 
up above the comedies offered nowadays.

tHe FlOPs
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By Denis Bozic
Staff Writer

An old haunted house in a semi-de-
serted suburban area, squeaky noises in 
the night, clocks stopping always at the 
same hour, a naïve and helpless family 
deciphering tortuous supernatural clues, 
possessions and exorcisms — you’ve 
seen it all before. Even if your knowledge 
of horror movies is limited to the few ones 
that turned your childhood nights into 
never-ending states of sleeplessness and 
convinced you to stick with comedies, 
you will be able to foresee the outcome 
of every scene in The Conjuring. Don’t 
be fooled though, because this movie 
will have you screaming in your seat, or 
at least jolting out of the unrelenting an-
ticipation in case you grew inured to the 
images of unsightly demonic figures.

The story is quite simple. Carolyn and 
Roger Peron, along with their five young 
daughters, move into an old house that’s 
everything but safe-looking. Of course, as 
it is with every other typical horror plot, 
it turns out that the house was tainted 
by some horrific happenings in the past, 
which resulted in a demonic entity haunt-
ing the present. And that’s where the ter-
ror begins. The family’s dog does not want 
to enter the house, the daughters exhibit 
unusual behaviors during their sleep, 
and the mother wakes up with suspicious 
bruises. To make things worse, the fam-
ily discovers a horrific basement, full of 
rustic artifacts, that opens “on its own” 
during the night. The family has no clue 
what’s going on, but you are already fidg-
eting because you know what’s coming.

It is exactly this mental readiness 
that will serve as your worst enemy — or 
friend, if you enjoy the thrill — through-
out the movie because The Conjuring 
aims to scare you by giving you exactly 
what you ask for. When the camera 
spends ten seconds hovering over one of 
the daughter’s bodies while she is sleep-
ing, you know something startling is go-
ing to happen. And it does. When the 
mother falls into the basement and the 
game ball jumps out of the corner and 
falls in front of her, you know that the 
demon will continue using its sickening 
sense of humor to torture her. And it does. 

At the same time, this predictability will 
build so much anticipation that, when 
the scary scene really does come to life, 
you will both scream out of fear and laugh 
at yourself for falling into the movie’s trap. 
The somewhat unpolished and unrefined 
acting, most notably seen in the lack of 
subtle transitions between tempered 
and exaggerated actors’ expressions, ac-
companied by stereotypical gestures, is 
successfully mitigated by James Wan’s di-
recting skills. His mastery of building an-
ticipation throughout specific scenes can 
also be seen in his strategy of unraveling 
the plot and creating restless atmosphere 

throughout the entire movie. When two 
demonologists, Ed and Lorraine Warren, 
enter the story, the movie slowly trans-
forms from a collection of startling scenes 
into a scarier and gloomier story, rife with 
images of possession, exorcism, and oc-
casional gore. With hints of sporadic hu-
morous dialogues and allusions to earlier 
cult horror movies, such as The exorcist 
and The Birds, this movie brings together 
everything that defines an enjoyable hor-
ror movie experience.

Yet, for all the successful attempts of 
amalgamating the typical horror tech-
niques, in the end, the movie still lacks 
the final nuance of freshness. Just when 
the story reaches its peak, and the as-
cending dither culminates with the si-
lence in the theater as everyone bites 
their fingernails in front of the sight of the 
viciously possessed and satanic mother, 
the movie characters come to a ground-
breaking conclusion that the only way to 
exorcize the demon is to surround him 
with the undefeatable emotion — love. 
All of a sudden, there are no more storms, 
the sun embraces the sky, the family is 
reunited, and you are left wondering if 
maybe — just for the sake of a startling 
and unexpected ending — you did not 
want to believe in the power love at that 
moment. Even so, The Conjuring will not 
leave you disappointed. You might sigh at 
the fortunate ending, but when you catch 
a glimpse of the shadows in the corner of 
your room the following night or perhaps 
wake up at the time when all the clocks 
stopped in the movie, the safe and warm 
idea of love just might be the only thing 
keeping you calm.

MOvie Review

A child’s dangerous fiction
One man’s struggle as his small town turns against him

By Edwina Portocarrero
Staff Writer

It has been a long time since I’ve 
seen a movie that squeezed my heart 
and had me gripping my armrest, suf-
focating in the knowledge that my 
voice can never reach the actor on the 
screen. And all through the brilliant 
acting of a psychologically infused 
small-town drama.

The Hunt is a simple story, but 
one that spirals down and down and 
down and down…

A kindergarten teacher, Lucas (the 
extraordinary Mads Mikkelsen), is 
wrongly accused of molesting his best 
friend’s daughter Klara (Annika Wed-
derkopp), who herself is caught in the 
middle of parental disputes and finds 
in her teacher an attentive friend for 
whom she harbors a little crush.

The accusation begins when 
Klara, spiteful and hurt at having her 
crush dismissed, makes up a little 
story based on bits and pieces she has 
heard and collected from her teenage 
brother, which she tells to the direc-
tor of the kindergarten (Susse Wold). 
The director takes the fantastic story 
at its face value, and soon the word 
spreads, taking on the form and force 
of sheer mass hysteria.

The film puts you at the center 
of the action. You are a witness. You 
know, throughout, how the false-
hoods came to be adopted as the 

truth, how no one is at fault, how no 
one acted wrongly, and yet there is no 
way you can be passive in your seat. 
You wish, with all your heart, that the 
misunderstandings will be resolved, 
that the panic will be curbed, that this 
or that person will not say something 
at that particular minute in that par-
ticular way. It is a nail-biting film.

The fear cuts deeply as you wit-
ness how easily the situation deterio-
rates, how a once loved community 
member is rapidly cast out, losing the 
trust of close friends, and a life made 
in the town where his family has lived 
for generations.

Director Thomas Vinterberg is 
brilliant at giving us all the informa-
tion we need to fill in the blanks with-
out spoon-feeding us. We learn of 
the community’s traditions and the 
rituals that accompany them, start-
ing with “The Hunt” itself, and of the 
braided bonds of family and friend-
ship that sustain the town.

The film depicts the heart-
wrenching transition of Lucas from 
stoicism to desperation. Already a sad 
figure — a divorced father suffering 
financial difficulties and fighting for 
the custody of his teenage son — we 
witness him driven to somehow sal-
vage and preserve his dignity. And 
Klara, the center of the hurricane and 
beholder of the truth, loses all control 
over what is made out of her little tale. 
Even though she eventually takes it 

back, it’s too late — the adults won’t 
accept that the tale is false. They 
seem to want to be convinced of Lu-
cas’ guilt, and the need to hear what 
they want prevails over listening. It 
is terrifying.

I could not help but remember 
the McMartin preschool case in LA, 
and wonder why we are so prone 
to neglect questioning statements 
made by naturally story-enhancing 
and world-making children. On a 
more disturbing note, the film left 
me with the feeling that, regardless 
of how well an individual may lead 
his life, he may still be defenseless 
against the power of a crowd.

MOvie Review

Of orcas and 
corporations
A heartrending 
documentary about the 
truths kept from us

By roberto Perez-Franco
Staff Writer

Blackfish is, by far, the best documentary I have seen 
this year, and — I would say — it is in the top 10 best docu-
mentaries I’ve ever seen in my life. If you think I saying 
this because I am some sort of activist, think again. The 
reason I would recommend that you watch Blackfish has 
nothing to do with the any activism like saving the whales: 
it has to do with the truth, with the need that we as a soci-
ety have for the truth, and with how interests converge to 
keep you away from this truth, in darkness.

Overtly, Blackfish is the story of an orca, Tilikum, who 
has a record of attacks against handlers, trainers, and 
trespassers. It is also the story of how a corporation, Sea-
World, has tried to explain away this record in terms of 
trainer error or accidents stemming from human mis-
takes. The reality seems to be different: Tilikum, a deeply 
frustrated and traumatized being, is fed up with his cap-
tivity and has found in aggression a way to vent the psy-
chological trauma. Orcas are highly intelligent and more 
emotional than humans. Orcas that perform in shows like 
SeaWorld, live a life that can only be seen — in contrast 
with a life in the open ocean — as miserable, due to con-
finement, routine, and the separation from family mem-
bers and their natural environment.

That is the overt story. Underlying it is the true story, 
the one that pierced me like a harpoon, which I am still 
dragging to this day almost a month after seeing an ad-
vance preview of the movie: we are being lied to, on a 
daily basis, for the sake of profits. Surprisingly, the gov-
ernment here was not only not the party that was doing 
the lying, but was a player actively trying to bring to light 
the risks to which trainers and handlers are exposed in 
SeaWorld when dealing with the orcas. It is only through 
the voice of former SeaWorld employees, whom I can 
only describe as whistle-blowers, that we learn that the 
corporation knows more than it says to the public, and 
sugarcoats the ugly reality of orca captivity and of Tili-
kum’s aggression, so that it can keep the whale as a source 
of sperm for breeding.

After the screening, I asked the director of Blackfish, 
Gabriela Cowperthwaite, two questions: Now that you 
have completed your research for this documentary, 
what do you think of us as a species, and seeing how cor-
porations have fought in this case to keep the truth away 
from the public, and seeing how we often fail to protect 
our whistle-blowers, what hope is there for us as a soci-
ety?” In her answer she confessed she had thought about 
those issues, but wasn’t able to provide a solid answer to 
them. On my way out to the theater, an old gentleman ap-
proached me and said: “You stole my question.” I think 
they were the questions in the minds of all of us in the 
theater. The problem is that we don’t want to face the 
answers.

HHHHH

Blackfish

Directed by Gabriela 
Cowperthwaite

starring Kim Ashdown, 
samantha Berg, and Dave 
Duffus

rated PG-13

Now Playing

HHHH✩

The Conjuring

Directed by James 
Wan

starring Vera 
Farmiga, Patrick 
Wilson, ron 
Livingston, Lili taylor

rated r

Now Playing

MOvie Review

Trite, but scary nonetheless
The Conjuring brings out some of the best horror elements

Warner Bros. Pictures

Joey King as Christine in the supernatural thriller The Conjuring.

HHHH✩

The Hunt

Directed by thomas 
Vinterberg

starring Mads Mikkelsen, 
thomas Bo Larsen, Annika 
Wedderkopp

rated r

Now Playing

Per arnesen

Mads Mikkelsen and Alexandra rapaport in The Hunt.

The Conjuring aims to 
scare you by giving 
you exactly what you 
ask for.
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letting the stage sink into darkness. A cool 
breeze drifted in. Behind me, the voices of 
five thousand people faded to an expectant 
murmur…

And then erupted into a roar as Imag-
ine Dragons took the stage. The roar of the 
crowd was matched only by the thunder 
of the music as the band took to their in-
struments, falling straight into their first 
number. The stage lit up, spotlights cutting 
swathes of light through boiling clouds of 
fog, and the pavilion shuddered with the 
beat of the drums. It was a familiar song, 
and the audience needed little encourage-
ment to join in. There is nothing quite like 
the sound of five thousand 
people singing in harmony 
— in your ears you find 
that even your own voice 
is indistinguishable from 
the voices of those around 
you.

Playing through the 
songs of their most recent 
alternative rock album, 
Night Visions, the band 
took full advantage of the concert setting. 
They did not just play their music, but in-
stead created a momentous theatrical ex-
perience. The stage was backlit by a mas-
sive screen, and visuals kept time with and 
complemented the mood of each song, 
often displaying clips from that song’s mu-
sic video. The stage was strewn with extra 
drums, which Dan Reynolds, the lead vo-
calist, took full advantage of. Wayne Ser-
mon (the guitarist), Dan Platzman (the 
drummer), and Ben McKee (the bassist) 
joined in the vocals with the audience, and 
the stage positively vibrated with energy. 
The band played with enthusiasm and joy. 
It was obvious that they didn’t just love 
playing for the audience, but that they also 
loved playing with the audience.

Imagine Dragons continued to play for 
more than two and half hours with barely 
a break, and the audience joined in on 
every song. The concert reached a climax 
with “Radioactive,” the song everyone was 
waiting for. Impossibly, the audience and 
the band grew even louder, a crescendo 

of massive drumbeats, guitar chords, and 
vocals rumbling over the audience. Half-
way through the song, the vocalist, having 
beaten the heck out of all the drums on the 
stage, was hoisted by wire to a concealed 
drum mounted to the ceiling, and the mu-
sic thundered forth.

The opening bands were X Ambas-
sadors, who had personality and energy, 
but were otherwise a bit generic, and The 
Neighborhood, which played four fairly 
indistinguishable and lifeless numbers. 
However, these bands did not detract from 
the thrill of the key attraction. Imagine 
Dragons’ music was written with a concert 

setting in mind, so you haven’t really heard 
their music until you’ve heard it live. And 
if you do go to see them perform, I would 
recommend listening to their whole album 
before going. At the concert, there were a 
couple of songs I didn’t know, and while 
it was still awesome to see and hear them 
performed, it was always more fun to rec-
ognize and sing the chorus with everyone 
during the songs which I did know.

I would also recommend the Bank of 
America Pavilion, where this concert was 
held, if you’re looking for other concerts 
this summer. It is on the waterfront, and 
in the summer heat a cool breeze blows off 
the water and through the whole pavilion. 
Plus it’s easy to get there by bus via the Sil-
ver Line.

Imagine Dragons is still a fairly new 
band, which formed in 2008 and become 
an international success in 2011. I’m look-
ing forward to hearing fresh and new mu-
sic from them in the next few years, and I’ll 
be keeping my eyes open for tickets to their 
next performance in Boston.
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Exhibit rEviEw

New exhibitions of 
prints and drawings at 
the Museum of Fine Arts
Mannersim, Art Nouveau, and Rembrandt 

By Grace Young
Arts editor

Prints and drawings are two of my favorite 
art media. Something about them is decep-
tively simple — they comprise only a few dol-
lars’ worth of graphite and paper, yet a price-
less amount of artistic talent. For anyone 
who feels the same, or just wants to get out 
of the heat for an afternoon, three interesting 
new exhibits await you at the MFA.

Each exhibit features prints and draw-
ings from very different artistic movements. 
The first, “Elegant Contortions: Renaissance 
Prints” (July 9, 2013 – March 30, 2014), features 
examples from the Mannerist movement (ap-

proximately 1520-1620) that immediately fol-
lowed the High Renaissance. Whereas High 
Renaissance art is very much serene, bal-
anced, and in proportion (think Michelange-
lo’s Creation of Adam in the Sistine Chapel), 
Mannerist art features compositional tension 
and instability, elongated proportions, and 
exaggerated gracefulness (think El Greco or 
Parmigianio’s Madonna with the Long Neck). 
It was in some ways a rebellion, or reaction 
to, the harmonious compositions of the High 

Renaissance. This exhibit includes 50 works, 
featuring Italian printmakers such as Gior-
gio Ghist, artists from the French and Ital-
ian schools of Fontainebleau, and Dutch 
engravers such as Hendrik Goltzius, and the 
ultimate Mannerist printmaker, Jacques Bel-
lange of Lorraine.

The second new exhibit, “Holland on Pa-
per: The Age of Art Nouveau” (August 10, 2013 
– February 23, 2014), features works from the 
1890s through the turn of the century from 
the Art Nouveau movement in Europe. The 
movement was inspired by curves in nature, 
especially flowers and plants. Dutch artists 
were especially prolific during this period, 
and the new exhibit includes a variety of 
their works, including posters, calendars, il-
lustrated books, prints and drawings.

The third new exhibit, “Rembrandt the 
Etcher: The Dialogue of Darkness and Light” 
(August 10, 2013 – February 17, 2014), show-
cases 65 of Rembrandt’s etchings from the 
17th century, mostly from the MFA’s collec-
tion. Rembrandt’s etchings were some of the 
first to exploit the effects of different papers 
(he was the first Western artist to use Japa-
nese paper) and to use various inkings on the 
same plate. Some are highly polished sketch-
es, while others are rougher. He covers a wide 
variety of subject matter, including biblical 
narratives, as well as self-portraits (it’s Rem-
brandt after all, this is to be expected), land-
scapes, nudes and everyday scenes. Even in 
his etchings, Rembrandt’s extraordinary tal-
ent for creating and juxtaposing light from 
darkness is apparent.

Take advantage of your free access to the 
museum (with MIT ID) before the semester 
gets hectic! 

CoNCErt rEviEw

“radioactive” rockstars return to boston
Imagine Dragons rounds out North American headline tour near the harbor

By Alex McCarthy
stAff Writer

To my left, the stormy horizon was just vis-
ible from underneath the sweeping white 
canopy of the Bank of America Pavilion. The 
sun had just sunk out of sight, its last glow il-
luminating the clouds with dark red and orange 
colors. Before me, the stage lights followed suit, 

Imagine Dragons

Bank of America 
Pavilion, Boston

Wednesday,  
July 24, 2013

Even in his etchings, 
rembrandt’s 
extraordinary talent for 
juxtaposing light and 
darkness is apparent.

Nick Walker

Imagine Dragons, an American rock band from Las Vegas, Nevada played in 
Boston last month.

MuseuM of fiNe arts, BostoN

Delftsche slaolie (Delft salad Oil) by Johannes theodorus toorop (Dutch, 
1894), included in the Art Nouveau exhibit.

it was obvious that they 
didn’t just love playing for the 
audience, but that they also 
loved playing with the audience.
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1. A cosplayer presumably dressed as SuperBatThor exits the Boston Comic Con.
2. Comic book fans and cosplayers stand in a line wrapping around the back of the 
Seaport World Trade Center, this year’s location for Boston Comic Con.
3. Steve Sullivan ’15 (a Tech cartoonist) poses with a Mr. T cosplayer at Boston 
Comic Con. 
4. A Bane cosplayer walks the halls of Comic Con with his protege, Baby-Bane.
5. A cosplayer dressed as Master Chief from the Halo video game series poses 
for fans.
6. Boston Comic Con attendees move about the halls of the Seaport World Trade 
Center.

1 2

3 Boston Comic Con 2013
New England’s biggest comic book convention, took place 
in the Seaport World Trade Center from August 3—4, 2013.

4

5

6
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millions of JSTOR articles to a lap-
top secretly hooked up to a network 
switch in a Building 16 basement 
closet. At one point, his actions 
prompted JSTOR to cut off MIT’s 
access to its content for three days.

The report found that MIT did 
not purposefully “call in the feds,” 
made no public statements for or 
against the government’s pros-
ecution, sought no punishment for 
Swartz, and responded similarly, 
for the most part, to requests from 
the prosecution and the defense 
for documents and witnesses. The 
report’s authors acknowledged ca-
veats to this notion of neutrality, 
but emphasized that MIT kept a 
“hands-off attitude.”

Something more should be ex-
pected from a leader in information 
technology and open access when 
it meets a “ruinous collision of 
hacker ethics, open-source ideals, 
questionable laws, and aggressive 
prosecutions,” the report suggested 
in its conclusion. 

But Reif saw the report as affirm-
ing MIT’s actions to be “reasonable, 
appropriate and made in good 
faith.” Those at MIT involved in the 
case “served MIT with outstand-
ing professionalism,” he wrote in a 
statement.

Citing Reif’s charge, the report’s 
authors (Abelson, economics pro-
fessor Peter A. Diamond PhD ’63, 
and Andrew Grosso, a lawyer based 
in Washington) stopped short of 
making explicit judgments or rec-
ommendations, and Abelson said 

again this week that he wanted to 
wait before sharing his personal 
opinion on MIT’s actions. However, 
the report does pose eight “Ques-
tions for the MIT Community” 
about policy, ethics, and informa-
tion technology, and in response, 
Reif has announced three admin-
istrative actions to address the 
questions.

Taren Stinebrickner-Kauffman, 
Swartz’s partner, called the report a 
“whitewash,” saying in a statement 
that MIT did actually pick a side — 
the wrong one. “MIT’s lawyers gave 
prosecutors total access to witness-
es and evidence, while refusing ac-
cess to Aaron’s lawyers to the exact 
same witnesses and evidence,” she 
wrote. “That’s not neutral.”

In an interview, Abelson called 
that claim “80 percent false.”

The report did find that “neutral-
ity in responses was not consistent 
with neutrality in outcomes,” and 
explained that legal procedure dic-
tated that the prosecution could 
issue subpoenas for documents 
before the defense could. MIT also 
voluntarily handed over some doc-
uments to the prosecution but not 
the defense, operating under the 
asymmetric assumption that the 

defense would get documents from 
the prosecution. The report further-
more allows that the defense’s mo-
tion to suppress certain evidence 
as inadmissible “had the effect 
of aligning MIT’s interests more 
with the prosecution than with the 
defense.”

But critics of MIT are troubled 
by more than the specifics of the 
report’s narrative, with some argu-
ing that MIT’s overall inaction was 
negligent, or worse.

Those who have said that MIT 
failed in its responsibilities include 
Ethan Zuckerman, director of the 
MIT Center for Civic Media, and 
Cindy Cohn, legal director at the 
Electronic Frontier Foundation.

Zuckerman saw in the report “an 
admission that MIT was less inter-
ested in doing the right thing than 
in avoiding the sort of negative pub-
licity it faced when it failed to sup-
port Star Simpson when she faced 
prosecution for wearing an LED-
enhanced hoodie to Logan Airport.”

Several close to Swartz also con-
demned MIT’s silence on the Swartz 
prosecution.

Harvard Law professor Lawrence 
Lessig wrote in a blog post that “‘Neu-
trality’ does not justify failing to pick 
up the phone, and telling the pros-

ecutor, ‘hey, in fact, his access was 
authorized’,” echoing others’ objec-
tions that Swartz’s charges may have 
been based on a “false interpretation 
of MIT’s rules” regarding guests on 
the network.

By not saying anything, MIT was 
“complicit” in the prosecution’s ac-
tions, said Charlie Furman, cam-
paign manager at Demand Progress, 
an activist organization founded by 
Aaron Swartz. Furman also saw the 
report’s failure to name the deci-
sion-makers in MIT’s involvement 
as “hiding behind a bureaucratic 
structure.”

Furman, Cohn, and others have 
said that the path to redemption for 
MIT might start with a support for 
reforming the Computer Fraud and 
Abuse Act under which Swartz was 
prosecuted. The report’s authors 
seemed to agree a critical assessment 
of the CFAA, calling it “a poorly draft-
ed and questionable criminal law as 
applied to modern computing.”

The report’s authors have de-
fended the practice of not identifying 
individuals by name. “We know that 
people have been threatened, so it’s 
no joke if you get your name in this 
report,” Abelson said. “We are fully 
aware that [many] names are read-
ily discoverable on the Internet. Even 
so, we see no need to further erode 
their personal privacy,” an appendix 
to the report read.

The release of Abelson’s report 
comes in the midst of MIT’s inter-
vention in a request to release Secret 
Service documents related to Swartz, 
a move that MIT has defended for 
similar reasons.

Solution to Left
from page 17

5 1 6 4 2 3
4 6 5 3 1 2
2 4 3 1 5 6
1 3 2 6 4 5
6 2 1 5 3 4
3 5 4 2 6 1

Solution to Right
from page 17

5 1 6 4 2 3
4 6 5 3 1 2
6 2 1 5 3 4
3 5 4 2 6 1
2 4 3 1 5 6
1 3 2 6 4 5

Solution to Lonely
from page 16

4 2 1 5 6 3
5 3 2 6 1 4
1 5 4 2 3 6
6 4 3 1 2 5
3 1 6 4 5 2
2 6 5 3 4 1

Solution to Sodoku
from page 16

6 8 3 1 5 7 2 4 9
7 2 1 8 9 4 3 6 5
9 5 4 6 2 3 8 7 1
5 3 9 2 7 6 4 1 8
2 1 8 3 4 5 7 9 6
4 6 7 9 8 1 5 3 2
1 4 2 5 3 9 6 8 7
8 7 6 4 1 2 9 5 3
3 9 5 7 6 8 1 2 4

Solution to Crossword
from page 16

Solution to Master
from page17

3 2 5 9 1 7 4 6 8
9 8 2 6 7 4 1 3 5
1 9 3 7 8 5 2 4 6
7 6 9 4 5 2 8 1 3
5 4 7 2 3 9 6 8 1
4 3 6 1 2 8 5 7 9
2 1 4 8 9 6 3 5 7
8 7 1 5 6 3 9 2 4
6 5 8 3 4 1 7 9 2

40,000 students around the world 
signed up for in the past year on 
edX, the platform for massive 
open online courses (MOOCs) 
started by Harvard and MIT.

“I’m going to take advantage 
of the fact that we finally have a 
text that’s perfect for the class,” he 
said, referring to the edX ‘learning 
sequences.’

Cima hopes that these learning 
sequences, which break down past 
lectures into shorter segments, will 
save time for those who remember 
their high-school chemistry.

“Some students have a back-
ground in the Bohr atom. They 
don’t need to mess with that. 
Moles to grams? They can just skip 
right by that.”

Cima also hopes the learning 
sequences will free up time for 
livelier classes.

“My lectures are going to be 
very different. I am not going to 
get up to the board and go through 

laboriously the kind of things I 
was forced to before because it 
was not even in the text,” he said. 
“Now I can take more questions. I 
can spend more time making sure 
people get the big picture. I can do 
more demos, which I plan to do. I 
can spend time putting questions 
to people in the audience, get-
ting a discussion going, which I 
personally feel I’m much better at 
than talking at a chalkboard.”

As for splitting up the tests into 
bite-sized online assessments, 
Cima said the switch was borne of 
doubts that traditional exams were 
working.

When grading midterms, Cima 
said he often came across prob-
lems left blank.

“Does that mean the student 
didn’t know this? Or does it mean 
I didn’t test this? In other words, 
they didn’t have time. I believe it’s 
that they didn’t have time.”

Students will have up to several 
hours to do one problem this fall 

 — the plan is for 3.091 TAs to “take 
over” an Athena cluster for some 
fraction of each week, including 
from 7 to 10 p.m. each night. Stu-
dents will be allowed to come in at 
any time within that period.

Cima said that when he looked 
over the final, three midterms, 
and 10 or 12 quizzes from semes-
ters past, he found that there were 
37 problems, corresponding to 
around the same number of topics.

A team has been working 
through the summer to create a 
collection of problem templates 
for each of these topics. Simply by 
randomly varying the numbers, 
each template can spawn any 
number of different problems for 
the student at the Athena terminal.

It’s an approach that’s been 
tested on the students in the edX 
course. The edX team wrote 15 
problem templates about acids 
and bases, and each student was 

assigned a random template with 
random numbers within bounds. 
“Over the entire world, no one got 
the same question,” Cima said, and 
to his knowledge, “nobody knew 
this was going on.”

Cima said he enjoys interacting 
with students on edX’s discussion 
forum. “The students like it when 
the ‘professor’ responds to a ques-
tion or cheers them on in some 
way.”

Still, his MIT students take pri-
ority. “The only reason I got in-
volved in this is I want to do a better 
job in my residence class,” he said.

In an experiment with grad-
ing open-ended responses with 
artificial intelligence, Cima asked 
edX students to answer a question 
about surfactants in five sentences 
or fewer. 100 of the responses were 
graded by hand and used to train 
the automated grader.

Though the experiment in ma-
chine learning was unsuccessful, 
Cima did come out with an insight 
that may forever change the way 
he assesses students.

The tests MIT students have 
been handing in? “All different 
angles — you can’t read it.”

“What I learned about [typed] 
responses is that they are tremen-
dously easier to hand-grade than 
a hand-written response from a 
student,” he said. “It took me like 
a fraction of the time — boom, 
boom, boom, boom.“

EdX platform improves class discussion
Eliminating all 3.091 exams part of ‘flipped classroom’ experiment

Renewed criticism of MIT in Swartz case 
Questions regarding MIT’s neutrality during prosecution of activist

Do you enjoy interacting with many 
di� erent people on a daily basis??   

Contact summittoolls@gmail.com 
for more info.

� en this may be the right 
opportunity for you! 

We are currently seeking experienced 
people for registration 
in the following areas:

Accounts Payable
Accounts Receivable

Payroll Sta� 
Bookkeeping

O�  ce Managers (accounts based) 

Do you want the great feeling of 
helping people every day?? 

Swartz, from Page 1

3.091, from Page 1

Cima hopes the 
learning sequences 
will save time 
for those who 
remember high-
school chemistry.

Because of doubts 
that traditional 
exams were 
working, Cima 
said, tests have 
been split up into 
bite-sized online 
assessments.

A team has been 
working through 
the summer to 
create a collection 
of problem 
templates for each 
of the topics. 

Something more 
than neutrality 
should be expected 
from MIT, the 
report suggested.
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Ethan Zuckerman 
of the MIT Center 
for Civic Media 
criticized MIT in a 
blog post.
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Saturday Stumper by Anna Stiga
Solution, page15

ACROSS
1 Really bad
8 Bend, to Bohr
15 Toaster’s recipient
16 What a candle might symbolize
17 Eighth NRA president
18 Grotesque
19 A lot of trivia
20 Bulldog cousin
21 Director of Nicole in Bewitched
22 They may get into a jam
23 Deposit in some banks
26 Figure
27 Pint-size purchase
28 There could be a future in it
30 Betelgeuse, for one
32 Legal right
33 Jet black
34 Apt name for a stand-up comic
36 Cash
39 Pesto essential
43 Traditional egg source
46 Wet __
47 Six-footer
48 Hershey brand since ‘63
49 Group first headed by Ike
50 Flat, for short
52 “That’s better!”
53 Bedevil
54 Menus
56 v
58 Amtrak rollout of 2012

59 Stuffed
60 Folk-art creators
61 Barely worked

DOWn
1 Till now
2 Antagonist
3 Busy
4 Places to call
5 “Simple” plans
6 Generations from Adam through 

Noah
7 Stubborn
8 Two-fisted
9 Contradictory character
10 Part of Greenstreet’s Casablanca 

costume
11 Debater of 10/11/12
12 Looper, e.g.
13 Coiner of “chortle”
14 Step on it
20 Sandburg’s “bucket of ashes”
23 Give an invocation
24 Minnesota’s WNBA team
25 How some shortcuts start
28 Building block of a building block
29 Marcel’s well
31 Attack
34 Hog’s grunt
35 Holiday __
36 A Hard Day’s Write subject
37 Did enthusiastically

38 Destination of a Finnish ferry
39 Extra effort
40 High-school physics prop
41 As you like it
42 Caught
44 Its patent was litigated by Lincoln
45 Wild things

49 Digital display
51 Knock down
53 Vino Bello Resort city
55 Monroe plays one in Some Like 

It Hot
56 It’s measured by degrees
57 Quasi-opposite of astro-

Instructions: Fill in the grid so that each column, row, and 3 by 3 grid contains 
exactly one of each of the digits 1 through 9.

Instructions: Fill in the grid so that each column and row contains exactly one of 
each of the numbers 1–6. Follow the mathematical operations for each box.

Sudoku
Solution, page 15

8 7 2 4
8 9 6

2 1
3 9 2 6 4

8 7
7 9 1 5 3

1 3
7 1 2
9 5 7 2

Lonely Techdoku
Solution, page 15

14+ 2÷

15× 12× 10+

16+ 1−

6 10×

180× 1− 5

6 4÷

by Jorge 
Cham
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Instructions: Fill in the grid so that each column and row contains exactly one of each of the numbers 1–6. Follow the mathematical operations for each box.

Master Techdoku
Solution, page 15

60× 23+ 112× 3− 8

26+ 2× 5

1 189× 80× 10+

1− 40× 24×

420× 6× 30+

2− 6÷ 25+ 63×

4× 33+ 5

280× 40× 3 72×

6 3 7× 2

Instructions: Fill in the grid so that each column and row contains exactly one of 
each of the numbers 1–6. Follow the mathematical operations for each box.

Right Techdoku
Solution, page 15

120× 288× 3

300× 2×

10× 360×

3 2 1

8× 3 1 6

6× 15+

Instructions: Fill in the grid so that each column and row contains exactly one of 
each of the numbers 1–6. Follow the mathematical operations for each box.

Left Techdoku
Solution, page 15

120× 1− 12× 6×

2×

24× 30×

1− 60× 13+

6 3

60× 12×
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IMC Global Inc. is offering a position of 
Payment Clerk and Office Assistance where you can earn extra 

income at your flexible schedule plus benefits that take only a little of 
your time

Requirements: 
    * Must have access to the internet
    * Must be efficient and dedicated

Send your resumes to hrimcglobalinckbates@gmail.com
This great opportunity is limited.

MIT, JSTOR file motions delaying FOIA release
Secret Service estimate at least six months to process all Swartz documents for release

We are Tech The 
We print MIT’s only newspaper twice per week, 
and we have fun doing it.

Want to be a part of this?join@tech.mit.edu 

Do you like looking for funny typos?
Do you have a knack for fi nding mistakes?
The Tech is looking for copy editors!

E-mail join@tech.mit.edu

By Anne Cai
Editor in ChiEf

On Thursday, July 18, MIT filed 
a motion intervening in the Free-
dom of Information Act (FOIA) 
lawsuit by Wired editor Kevin 
Poulsen against the U.S. Depart-
ment of Homeland Security, filed 
on April 12. Poulsen had request-
ed the release of any Secret Service 
documents regarding the late in-
ternet activist Aaron Swartz, who 
committed suicide in January fol-
lowing a federal indictment in July 
2011 for using MIT’s network to 
download millions of JSTOR docu-
ments. Filed in the U.S. District 
Court of Washington, D.C., MIT’s 
motion asked the court to allow 
MIT to review and propose redac-
tions, and will delay the release of 
the documents. JSTOR filed a simi-
lar motion the day after.

The documents in question, 
originally estimated by the Secret 
Service to be around 8000 pages, 
apparently actually far exceed 
that number. (At least one docu-
ment, the Department of Home-
land Security wrote in an Aug. 5 
status report, contains over 11,000 
pages, and several files appear to 
be even larger, such that the Secret 
Service “has of yet been unable 

to open” them.) In the status re-
port, the Secret Service requested 
to update the Court every 45 days 
until all the documents have been 
processed, which they anticipate 
will take at least six months. To 
date, the Secret Service has pro-
cessed approximately 131 docu-
ments, and plans to immediately 
release the 104 documents that do 
not mention MIT, JSTOR, or their 
employees. The release of the 27 
remaining already-processed doc-
uments is being delayed, pending 
the court’s decision on MIT and 
JSTOR’s motions.

The intervening motions are 
similar to MIT and JSTOR’s March 
29 requests that information in-
cluding the names of employees 
be redacted, which U.S. District 
Judge Nathaniel M. Gorton’s May 
13, 2013 order in U.S. v. Swartz 
agreed with.

On July 5, the court ordered the 
prompt release of all documents 

that had been gathered by the Se-
cret Service and the production 
of any more documents it locates 
“on a rolling basis.” The first set 
of Swartz’s records were to be re-
leased Friday, July 19, the govern-
ment informed Poulsen’s lawyers, 
but the process has been delayed 
by MIT’s and JSTOR’s motions. 
The plaintiff and defendant filed a 
notice addressing the issues raised 
by MIT and JSTOR’s motions, and 
all parties involved (including JS-
TOR and MIT) participated in an 
on-the-record telephone confer-
ence on July 23 at 2 p.m. MIT’s 

News Office has not responded to 
requests to explain the timing of 
the motion, which was filed one 
day before the planned release of 
the first batch of records.

MIT cites “the safety of its em-
ployees and security of its net-
works” as the primary concern in 
the release of these documents. 
As evidence, MIT’s motion re-

fers to several incidents on cam-
pus following Swartz’s suicide on 
Jan. 11, including cyberattacks, a 
gunman hoax from an unidenti-
fied caller, and “individual em-
ployees believed to have been 
involved in the Swartz matter … 
[receiving] repeated threatening 
communications.”

The tech received a letter from 
President L. Rafael Reif, respond-
ing to concerns that MIT is at-
tempting to block the release of the 
Swartz documents. “We are simply 
asking for the opportunity to look 
at them carefully,” wrote Reif, “so 
we can be confident that the proper 
redactions have been made, so that 
releasing them does not pose a risk 
to MIT employees who became in-
volved in the case in the course of 
simply doing their jobs.”

In his article on MIT’s motion, 
Poulsen writes, “I have never, in 
fifteen years of reporting, seen a 
non-governmental party argue for 
the right to interfere in a Freedom 
of Information Act release of gov-
ernment documents … It’s sad-
dening to see an academic institu-
tion set this precedent.” However, 
in its filing, MIT cited a number of 
reverse FOIA cases with interven-
tion by non-governmental parties, 
including Appleton v. fdA and 

SafeCard Services v. SEC. (Poulsen 
has not responded to The tech’s 
requests for clarification.) But the 
online community has wondered 
what MIT aims to accomplish with 
the motion, as “it seems unlikely 
that MIT will find information re-
dactable under FOIA that hasn’t 
already been redacted by the Se-
cret Service,” wrote Ed Felten, 
former Chief Technologist for the 
Federal Trade Commission, on the 
freedom to tinker blog hosted by 
Princeton University’s Center for 
Information Technology Policy.

Within the MIT community, 
Professor Hal Abelson PhD ’73’s 
report on MIT’s involvement in the 
events prior to Swartz’s death was 
released on July 30. The Review 
Panel consisting of Abelson, Pe-
ter A. Diamond PhD ’63, Andrew 
Grosso, and Douglas W. Pfeiffer 
found no wrongdoing on MIT’s 
part, but raised questions regard-
ing its policies. The report also 
redacted the names of some indi-
viduals, referring to them by their 
role or position instead. “Many 
of these individuals have already 
been identified in court filings and 
other public documents,… Even 
so, we see no need to further erode 
their personal privacy,” the Review 
Panel wrote. 

To date, the Secret Service has processed 
approximately 131 documents, and 
plans to immediately release the 104 
documents that do not mention MIT, 
JSTOR, or their employees.
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Subramanian Sundaram—The Tech

Independence Day fireworks seen over the Harvard bridge from the top of the Green 
Building.

GreG STeinbrecher—The Tech

Thousands of fireworks attendees stream across the footbridge overlooking Storrow Drive, making their way from the Hatch Shell and Esplanade back into Boston. 

GreG STeinbrecher—The Tech

As seen from the bank of the Esplanade near the Hatch Shell, fireworks explode over 
the Charles River.

GreG STeinbrecher—The Tech

The United States Army fires howitzers in time with Tchaikovsky’s 1812 Overture. The Boston 
Pops have performed the 1812 at every year’s Fourth of July celebration, ending the concert 
before the fireworks start. 

GreG STeinbrecher—The Tech

MIT Police Sergeant Cheryl Vossmer cheers as a couple swing dances during the Boston 
Pops concert. Several other onlookers, including the flag-waver, sport “Collier Strong” shirts.

GreG STeinbrecher—The Tech

A mother and daughter dance during the Boston Pops concert. The Pops performed 
with a number of artists; this year, only artists with ties to Boston were selected. 

Boston stands strong 
on Fourth as thousands line the Charles for 
annual Pops concert and fireworks show. 
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By Jacob London
Staff Writer

When I was growing up, I had 
the privilege of listening to Dave 
Niehaus — the best broadcaster 
to ever call a baseball game — 
animate the ups and downs of the 
Seattle Mariners on long summer 
nights. I only realized how good 
I had it after I moved across the 
country, and had to rely on a virtual 
tool to provide game updates. As a 
pitch comes in, a red, green, or blue 
dot will indicate either a strike, ball, 
or ball in play. Balls put in play are 
followed by a neutral, and techni-
cal description of the action.

I’ve been fortunate enough to 
enjoy a rewarding summer. I found 
a great job, explored a new city, and 
made friends. But I have to admit 
that some of the best moments of 
my summer were spent eagerly 
awaiting that next colored dot.

To some, it may seem as though 
the state of Major League Baseball 
is in decline. The game is emerging 
from the steroid era, and players 
we wanted to remember as legends 
will instead go down in history as 
cheaters.

Another troubling sign is the 
growing sense that baseball is 
boring, and tedious. Games take 
too long, critics say — there is too 
much downtime between mo-
ments of action that are too few and 
far between.

Fans usually answer by point-
ing out the game’s cerebral subtle-
ties: the metagame between a bat-
ter and a pitcher, a potential base 
stealer dancing off the bag, man-

agers picking matchups based on 
players’ histories.

But baseball’s defenders often 
miss the most powerful rebuttal 
of the complaint that the sport is 
boring.

Baseball is a game of stories — 
of hundreds of individual and col-
lective sagas — that collide on the 
diamond.

For some observers, these sto-
ries only become exciting as teams 
near elimination, or glory. But even 
while rooting for a losing team, 
during the dog days of August, one 
can find stories that make watching 
baseball a magical experience.

Aside from the late 1990’s and 

early 2000’s, the Seattle Mariners 
have been a losing team. Even 
though their struggles pale in com-
parison to those of other franchis-
es, Mariner fans are often pessimis-
tic. The 2013 Mariners still have a 
losing record, but they have given 
fans a few reasons to be optimistic.

A week ago, that optimism 
would be tested — in ways that 
revealed some of the stories that 
make even the longest of games so 
great to follow.

On July 31st, a few hours after 
the deadline for teams to make 
major trades, the Mariners were at 
Fenway Park for the second game 
in a three game series with the 
Red Sox. The M’s were expected to 
be sellers at the deadline, but they 
didn’t make any major moves — a 
declaration of faith in the players 
they had. Now it was time for those 
players, unburdened by uncertain-
ty about their immediate futures, to 
play ball.

After a solid performance from 
Hisashi Iwakuma — perhaps base-
ball’s least-known All-Star — and 
after a disappointing performance 
from the Mariners’ bullpen, the 
game was sent to extra innings. 
Mariner and Red Sox relievers 
breezed through opponents, until 
the eleventh inning. Thanks to two 
singles, the Mariners had runners 
on first and second, with two outs.

Up came Dustin Ackley.
Drafted in the first round — and 

second overall in 2009 — Ackley 
had been heralded as a potential 
savior of the franchise. After being 
called up in 2011, he got off to a hot 
start. But when pitchers adjusted 
to the rookie, he failed to re-adjust, 
and ran into months of headwinds.

It was speculated that the root 
of Ackley’s problems wasn’t me-
chanical, but mental. Like many 
other players, when Ackley didn’t 
perform as expected, he began to 
press, and tried to do too much 
at the plate. After being sent back 
down to the minors twice to fix his 
approach, Ackley’s future with the 
organization began to look bleak. 
If he continued to fail, his future 
with any major league organization 
would be in jeopardy.

He had returned from the 
minors with signs of success, 
but still hadn’t broken through. 
Now, in front of a packed Fenway 
Park, he had a chance to show 
himself and his team that he still 
belonged.

Matt Thornton, a Red Sox re-
liever, uncorked a 95 mile per hour 
fastball that was just low. A green 
dot flashed on the virtual strike 
zone on my screen. Ball one. Ackley 
has often been criticized for being 
too passive at the plate — letting 
fastballs sail by for strikes. Thorn-
ton’s next offering would give Ack-
ley a chance to rebut that criticism, 

and put his team on its way to win-
ning a tough battle at Fenway.

Ackley crushed it. The ball 
sailed on a line into the left-center 
field gap, towards the green mon-
ster. Jacoby Ellsbury — the Red 
Sox center fielder — raced to his 
right, and made a diving catch, 
robbing Ackley of the go-ahead 
RBI. A blue dot flashed across 
my screen. In play, out. Ellsbury 
(whom the Mariners may try to 
sign during the offseason as a po-
tential replacement for Ackley) ca-
sually trotted off the field. He had 
done his job. Ackley had done all 
one can ask of a hitter, but he still 
didn’t get the job done.

The game stayed scoreless un-
til the bottom of the fifteenth. The 
Red Sox had loaded the bases with 
only one out, and Stephen Drew 
lined a single down the right field 
line — just over the outstretched 
mitt of who else, but Dustin Ackley.

I was disappointed, but I went 
to sleep knowing that the next day, 
the Mariners would get another 
chance to beat the Sox, and this 
time, they’d send the best pitcher 
in baseball to the mound.

Mariners fans are accustomed 
to “King Felix” Hernandez domi-
nating opponents, but they aren’t 
accustomed to Felix’s starts being 
supported by a strong offensive 
performances. On this hot August 
night at Fenway, however, Felix not 
only dominated, but he was also 

given runs, four of which came off 
the bat of 41 year old backup catch-
er Henry Blanco.

Blanco had been signed earlier 
in the year to “mentor” a 22 year 
old rookie catcher. Blanco’s role 
was to play one game per week, 
and to pass on his knowledge to the 
rookie. He did a lot more than that 
on Thursday night — knocking a 
grand slam over the green monster 
that plunked an unsuspecting Red 
Sox fan directly in the kneecap. For 
those who appreciate good stories, 
it didn’t get much better than that.

But the story wasn’t over. The 
Mariners bullpen inherited a five 
run lead in the 9th inning, and 
promptly surrendered six runs. A 
Felix Hernandez gem was thrown 
away once again.

But that night, I went to sleep 
knowing that the Mariners were 
now headed to Baltimore, which 
meant I’d get a chance to see them.

On my way to the game, I knew 
I’d be writing this piece, and I 
caught myself almost wishing that 
the Mariners would lose. After all, 
it probably would have made for a 
more fitting ending. But the Mari-
ners won. Even in victory, they 
found a way to disappoint.

After the game, I left a somber 
Baltimore stadium with a renewed 
faith in my team. I’m sure there 
will be times when my optimism 
seems naive. But in the meantime, 
I’ll be on the edge of my seat, even 
in front of a computer screen.

Yes, baseball games sometimes 
feel too long. But if you know even 
a little of the history, even a few of 
the stories of a few of the players — 
their trials and travails — then the 
pauses and doldrums of the game 
offer opportunities to reflect, savor, 
and empathize.

Who wants a good story to end 
too quickly?

Don’t give up on your game, it won’t disappoint
A week with the 2013 Seattle Mariners, and the stories that make baseball great

The Mariners have been a losing team. 
As a result, their fan base can be almost 
eagerly cynical.

I was able to 
vividly imagine the 
throngs of rowdy 
Bostonians spilling 
into Kenmore 
Square. 

DEREK T. STEFANSKI
Rest In Peace

JULY 14TH, 2013

A beloved friend of the Tech, we 
thank you for all your hard work and 

putting up with us on late issue nights. 

You will be sorely missed.




